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Among the varied functions of a forest, that of production has always been privileged at the expense of ecological functions. Forest managers now wish to combine different objectives in “multi-functional” areas. This is the case in suburban forests, where the social role is predominant. It is also the trend in protected areas where ecological functions are highlighted. Although lacking a large “primary” forest that represents the ecological optimum for scientists, certain measures of protection and management can be adopted to increase forest “naturalness.”
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Old-Growth Forests
CHARACTERISTICS, CONSERVATION AND MONITORING

OLIVIER GILG

Translated from French by Paul Schwartzman

For the public at large, a forest is synonymous with wilderness. It covers vast areas, is seldom visited, and forms the ultimate refuge for numerous large mammals and predators.

Existing forests, however, do not have very much in common with the original and intact forests that covered Europe up until the beginning of the Neolithic period. Most of them have since been logged, fragmented and disturbed by human activities.

However, there are still some vestiges of the large, original silva in France and Europe. There are also certain forests that, having been hardly disturbed or left completely unexploited for a very long time, have maintained or regained an aspect, composition and functioning close to the original natural forests.

These forests, known as “old-growth forests”, have numerous ecological, scientific, economic, social, cultural, and other qualities. Characterized by, among other things, substantial quantities of dead wood, they are home to numerous species of flora and fauna that have disappeared from managed forests.

Despite their scarcity (they represent no more than 1 to 3% of European forests), these forests are only partially protected and their surface area continues inexorably to diminish.

Given their interest, scarcity and fragility, there is an urgent need to adequately protect all the old-growth forests of France and Europe. As these old-growth forests are often small and isolated in managed forest massifs, it would also be advisable to increase the naturalness of adjoining managed forests into the future to thwart the harmful effects of their fragmentation.

To attain such objectives, forest actors and managers of natural areas should, first of all, be informed and made more aware of these issues. This is one of the main aims of the “Forest group” of the French Nature Reserves (RNF) and of this book. Hopefully it will contribute to highlight and help protect old-growth forests, which are such marvellous natural gems.

Winfried BUeCKING Ilkka HANSKI George PETERKEN
Forest Research Institute of Bade-Wuertemberg (D)
Professor at the University of Helsinki (FIN)
European expert on natural forests (GB)

“...It goes without saying that in a natural forest we should preserve those features which are not of man’s doing. As an instance of this may be mentioned the importance of retaining trees which are decaying, trees which are dead, trees which have been overthrown by the forces of nature, as well as those which are in full vigour. I have recently spent a fortnight in exploring one of the largest natural forests in Eastern Europe. Here, to my mind, the chief beauty resides, not in the standing trees, but in the giants that lie prone among their roots. Many of them have lain for several centuries. They are gorgeous with moss and lichen; their great trunks are seedbeds for their descendants, and they tell a story of mighty hurricanes and snowstorms which we should miss, if it had been possible to remove them. Our Forest is also a document of nature with its tale to tell. Its failures, its ruins should be preserved, as well as its vigorous youth. It should not be trimmed and garnished.”

Edward NORTH BUXTON (1898)
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Introduction

This technical report, intended for current and future managers of protected areas and forest areas, has the following objectives:

• to describe the functioning of old-growth forests and clarify the concept of naturalness;

• to present the reasons that prompt us to protect them, as well as the different means available to managers of natural areas to study and protect them.

Of the various functions of forests, that of production has always been privileged at the expense of ecological functions.

Forest managers today wish to combine different objectives in "multi-functional" areas. This is the case in suburban forests, where the social role is predominant. It is also the trend in protected areas where ecological functions are highlighted.

For scientists, the ecological optimum, that is the situation where the environmental factors are most favourable for its development, is represented by the "primary" forest: a forest in equilibrium with its environment, which is not subjected to any anthropogenic disturbances. As long as such a forest is sufficiently vast, it allows all species that comprise it (biodiversity) to survive in the long term. The natural functioning of these forests is characterized by a constant struggle between trees and disturbances (§ 2.2).

These primary forests, which covered more than 80% of the European continent at the end of the last glaciation, have continuously declined as a result of human pressures. And yet these rare relict fragments (there remains less than 1%) are still not completely protected (§ 2.3).

Lacking the ability to replace a large, original forest, certain measures of protection and management, such as increasing the "naturalness" of a forest (§ 3), can nevertheless restore ecological characteristics and functioning. It is from this point of view that the concept of naturalness should be adopted. The degree of naturalness of an ecosystem corresponds to its degree of similarity with the "original" ecosystem, the one that would have existed if no anthropogenic disturbance had modified the forest dynamics, structure and composition. To increase forest naturalness requires increasing this similarity, in reducing the gap between the actual state of forests and their original state. Naturalness is thus measured along a gradient and not in a binary way. Increasing the degree of naturalness can be achieved in the long term by letting forests evolve freely or to a lesser extent by favouring certain forest components that are characteristic of "primary" forests: dead trees, large-diameter trees, etc.

If old-growth forests (a term that indicates forests with a high degree of naturalness) are now a focus of attention, it is because they are remarkable in many ways (§ 4.1). They provide the silviculturist with the keys to a better understanding of forest dynamics. They enable a multitude of specialized species to find their particular habitat. Other aspects should also not be overlooked, including their potential as source of wonder, of getting (back) in touch with one's inner self and sometimes even of revenues.

Nevertheless, their protection and management pose a certain number of questions (§ 4.2) that are today in urgent need of being answered with conservation strategies (§ 4.3) and specifically adapted research programs (§ 5).
What is an old-growth forest?

No one can claim to effectively manage an environment they are unable to identify or whose basic functioning they are not at least able to understand in general terms. The identification and functioning of “old-growth forests” are remarkable and deserve to be presented in detail. The term “old-growth forests” characterizes above all a state of conservation (resulting from the forest’s history), not a habitat determined by site conditions.

2.1. Several definitions

The first obstacle to presenting “natural” forests arises from the multitude of definitions. Several hundreds of definitions have been proposed to define “ancient forests,” “climax,” “primary,” “natural,” “virgin,” “pristine” and “old-growth forests” (see e.g. http://www.fao.org/DOCREP/005/Y4171E/Y4171E34.htm).

Most authors limit the use of “virgin, primary or natural forest” to forests that have never been subjected to significant human impact. This definition still corresponds fairly well to certain tropical forests (where man’s impact has been negligible).

The North American term “old-growth forest” describes forests in which certain valuable trees have, at times, on an ad hoc basis, been removed, but without the original composition or physiognomy of the forest being modified.

The first obstacle to presenting “natural” forests arises from the multitude of definitions. Several hundreds of definitions have been proposed to define “ancient forests,” “climax,” “primary,” “natural,” “virgin,” “pristine” and “old-growth forests” (see e.g. http://www.fao.org/DOCREP/005/Y4171E/Y4171E34.htm).

British authors often speak of “ancient woodlands” to designate the most natural types of forests on their islands. Nevertheless, this term does more to characterize forest continuity (for several centuries) than naturalness (as some of these forests are managed).

In France, different terms are used: “virgin forest” (not altered by modern man), “primary” (having an uninterrupted natural dynamics since their spontaneous origin), “natural” and “original” are a few examples. French forests have all or almost all been altered by human activities (even if only ancient activities, atmospheric pollution or the elimination of large carnvores). The most conciliatory terms of “forêt à caractère naturel,” “subnatural forest” or “subprimary forest” have been suggested to designate those that still have a high degree of naturalness (§ 3). The designation “strict forest reserve” refers to a strict protected status that prohibits silvicultural operations and most other uses. This type of reserve usually protects forests with a high degree of naturalness. Yet in certain cases, it refers to forests that have been managed up until now but where the intention is to increase their naturalness in the future.

The term “old-growth forests” used in this technical report characterizes:

- ecosystems that are differentiated by the presence of old trees and by the structural characteristics that are included;
- forests including the final stages of site development, stages typically different from more recent stages by tree size, the accumulation of large quantities of dead wood, the amount of arborescent stores, specific composition and ecological functions;
- forests without signs of recent logging and comprised of native species.

2.2. A complex functioning

2.2.1. The unit of regeneration and the sylvatic mosaic

Since Jones, who in 1945 suggested the first analysis of the structure and dynamics of temperate forests, Oldeman is probably the one who has given the most complete description of the functioning of forest ecosystems, by specifying the concepts of “eco-units” and “sylvatic mosaic.”

Old-growth forests are organized according to the layering of different units:

- eco-unit: space occupied by a tree during its lifetime;
- regeneration unit or eco-unit: “area where, at one point, development of vegetation has begun” (site liberated by the death of one or several trees simultaneously);
- sylvatic mosaic (or eco-mosaic): a set of regeneration units, often of different ages.

2.2.2. Silvigenetic phases and cycles

During the course of its development, the eco-unit (§ 2.2.1) will go through several stages: youth, characterized by regeneration and vertical growth of the young trees; maturity, characterized by growth in thickness (trunk) and breadth (crown); and old age, when tree growth slows and mortality increases, thus allowing a new youth stage to appear.

These stages are comprised of 5 different silvigenetic phases: regeneration, initial or growth, optimum, ageing and decay.

In the case of forests with “patch dynamics” (the majority of European temperate forests), the eco-units are small (usually less than 50m²). As soon as a disturbance generates the creation of a new eco-unit, a new cycle begins. In this type of forest, the new cycles usually start before the old ones are completed. Several phases can thus overlap on the same unit: the regeneration phase of a new cycle begins as soon as the first dead trees of an old cycle (in ageing phase) allow light to penetrate the canopy.

Inspired by Leibundgut and Korpel, he has defined the concept of a sylvatic mosaic. The sylvatic mosaic refers to a macroscopic vision of the forest. It includes eco-units (areas represented here by different colors according to the silvigenetic phase; § 2.2.2) that, seen from above, would appear as so many groups of similarly-aged trees. The trees (black dots), whose average size differs in each silvigenetic phase, and each occupies its own space called eco-unit.

Eco-units are variable in size. In boreal regions where fires are regular disturbances (large-scale dynamics; § 2.2.5), it is not unusual that the same regeneration unit covers several tens or even several hundreds of km². In temperate European forests where the eco-unit corresponds most often to the location of one or a few downed trees (patch dynamics; § 2.2.5), the units of regeneration usually have a diameter of 15 to 50 m.

In the old-growth forest of La Tillaie in Fontainebleau, 90% of the eco-units have a diameter between 15 and 30 m. In the old-growth forest of Neuenburg in Northern Germany, 45% of the eco-units have a diameter of 15 to 30 m, the others are divided into different classes between 30 and 75 m².

Inspected by Leibundgut and Korpel, he has defined the concept of a sylvatic mosaic. The sylvatic mosaic refers to a macroscopic vision of the forest. It includes eco-units (areas represented here by different colors according to the silvigenetic phase; § 2.2.2) that, seen from above, would appear as so many groups of similarly-aged trees. The trees (black dots), whose average size differs in each silvigenetic phase, and each occupies its own space called eco-unit.

Eco-units are variable in size. In boreal regions where fires are regular disturbances (large-scale dynamics; § 2.2.5), it is not unusual that the same regeneration unit covers several tens or even several hundreds of km². In temperate European forests where the eco-unit corresponds most often to the location of one or a few downed trees (patch dynamics; § 2.2.5), the units of regeneration usually have a diameter of 15 to 50 m.

In the old-growth forest of La Tillaie in Fontainebleau, 90% of the eco-units have a diameter between 15 and 30 m. In the old-growth forest of Neuenburg in Northern Germany, 45% of the eco-units have a diameter of 15 to 30 m, the others are divided into different classes between 30 and 75 m².

Inspired by Leibundgut and Korpel, he has defined the concept of a sylvatic mosaic. The sylvatic mosaic refers to a macroscopic vision of the forest. It includes eco-units (areas represented here by different colors according to the silvigenetic phase; § 2.2.2) that, seen from above, would appear as so many groups of similarly-aged trees. The trees (black dots), whose average size differs in each silvigenetic phase, and each occupies its own space called eco-unit.

Eco-units are variable in size. In boreal regions where fires are regular disturbances (large-scale dynamics; § 2.2.5), it is not unusual that the same regeneration unit covers several tens or even several hundreds of km². In temperate European forests where the eco-unit corresponds most often to the location of one or a few downed trees (patch dynamics; § 2.2.5), the units of regeneration usually have a diameter of 15 to 50 m.

In the old-growth forest of La Tillaie in Fontainebleau, 90% of the eco-units have a diameter between 15 and 30 m. In the old-growth forest of Neuenburg in Northern Germany, 45% of the eco-units have a diameter of 15 to 30 m, the others are divided into different classes between 30 and 75 m².
• once again the regeneration stage, simultaneously includes:
  - the ageing phase of cycle 2
  - the regeneration phase comprised of young seedlings of cycle 3

The study of silvigenesis already enables us to distinguish certain features of old-growth forests with patch dynamics compared to managed forests (see also § 2.2.6):
• all stages are present and certain phases are encountered simultaneously on the same eco-unit;
• certain phases are specific to natural forests (ageing and decay);
• at the scale of an eco-unit, total biomass is always high (varying in this example between 500 and 1000 m$^3$/ha);
• a complete cycle is very long (400 years in this case).

This example is given for a mixed stand of beech, silver fir and spruce but this functioning is relatively universal for temperate forests with patch dynamics. Only the values will change depending on the species and site conditions.

When forest dynamics are of the “large-scale” type (severe disturbances: fires, violent storms, shifting riverbeds), the silvigenesis is rather different. After the brutal and swift death of all trees in large areas (eco-unit of several ha), there is an initial regeneration of heliophyte* species (softwood species in alluvial forests, birch and aspen in European boreal forests, etc.). When these pioneer species attain a certain stage of development, climax species (whose regeneration usually requires shade or semi-shade) will appear in the undergrowth and will gradually replace the pioneer species: this is the “transition” phase$^{157}$. This transition phase will be followed by the optimum phase where the pioneer species will have practically all disappeared. Then, depending on the new disturbances, the silvigenesis will continue with phases of ageing and decay (patch dynamics) or by a new colonization of the eco-unit by pioneer species in the case of a new catastrophic disturbance.

Depending on the type and frequency of the disturbances, the silvigenesis can easily proceed from a patch to a large-scale dynamics and vice versa (see figure here-below), even if one of these two dynamics is usually dominant.

2.2.3 Architectural approach

In the preceding section, silvigenetic processes were only considered at the level of eco-units. A stage of development is attributed to each unit according to its physiognomy, and the silvigenesis is understood through the succession of silvigenetic phases. This approach, easy to understand and study, does not explicitly show the relationships between the three hierarchical levels (ecotope, eco-unit, eco-mosaic), and yet these relationships are the true driving forces of silvigenesis.

The architectural approach developed by Oldeman and Hallé$^{73,138}$, although more difficult to implement, enables one to fill this gap. By analysing the horizontal and vertical architectural profiles, it helps determine objectively the silvigenetic phase of each eco-unit.

The first level of this analysis is the tree and the architecture that it develops. This architecture, programmed genetically and
subjected to environmental conditions, reveals changes to the environment and the possible traumas suffered by the tree. During its lifetime, the tree acquires a different status shown notably by the relationship between its height (H) and its diameter at breast height (DBH). When H ≈ 100.DBH, the tree is said to be “of the past”; it reaches the end of its life and is often sick or damaged. When H > 100.DBH, it is regarded as a “potential tree”; there is still an substantial vertical growth potential to reach light and acquire the status of dominant tree as quickly as possible. When H = 100.DBH, the tree is considered a “tree of the present”: it has attained the canopy and privileges growth in the thickness of its trunk and crown. It is the detailed analysis of this first level of organization and its being taken into account to interpret the two following levels (eco-unit and sylvatic mosaic) that constitute the main difference between the traditional approach § 2.2.2) and the architectural approach.

2.2.4 Disturbances: driving forces of forest dynamics

Forest dynamics is not immutable. It is subject to variations that depend on the forest species, their longevity, site conditions, disturbances and, of course, human activities that amplify or attenuate the impact of these disturbances.

Disturbances influence the dynamics primarily by modifying the duration of the phases, even eliminating certain phases. A storm could, for example, precipitate the regeneration phase.

Certain disturbances lead to a weakening of the species and the ecosystem, rendering them more susceptible to other disturbances (cascading effect). Conversely, a disturbance could contribute to reinforce and stabilize the ecosystem (when species develop defensive and adaptive strategies: reinforcement of immune defences, selection of resistant ecotypes, etc.). Resistance of the forest ecosystem to disturbances depends mainly on the general organization and its being taken into account to interpret the two following levels (eco-unit and sylvatic mosaic) that constitute the main difference between the traditional approach § 2.2.2) and the architectural approach.

To determine the naturalness of a forest ecosystem (§ 3), it is essential to clearly distinguish between natural and anthropogenic* disturbances.

Floods, for example, are natural disturbances. However, when their frequency or intensity increases due to the development of catchment areas (urbanization, cultivation or intensive logging), their marked impact is of an anthropogenic* origin.

Damage caused by storms, and breaking due to snow and late frosts are also natural disturbances whose impact can be worsened by humans, for example, when species are ill suited to a site.

Each hierarchical level transfers ecological functions to higher hierarchical levels, functions that help lead to the very stable general organization of old-growth forests. These interactions are fundamental for the organization of the system\ref{[3]}. Fire, an essential element of forest dynamics in certain regions, especially in boreal forests, is a supposedly rare natural disturbance in temperate Europe. Since lightning in these forests normally only entails the loss of a few trees, its impact appears negligible. The history of fires, nevertheless, deserves to be studied in our temperate forests since without logging, the volume of dead wood (combustible potential) was formerly much higher and fires, even sporadic ones, have continued to play an important role in forest dynamics. It should be noted that in the Mediterranean zone, fire is very often an anthropogenic* disturbance (criminal or accidental in origin).

Damage caused by fungi, pathogenic insects, rodents and large herbivores are natural disturbances but they can also be worsened by Man’s actions. Spruce plantations that are poorly suited to the site will be more susceptible to downed logs leading to the opening of forest edges and an overheating of the cambium, conditions favourable to bark beetle outbreaks. Normally “peaceful,” scolytids could, in the case of an outbreak, infest healthy trees (§ 6.1.2).

A dense, herbaceous cover, favourable to rodents, can also be the result of a natural disturbance (logs downed by wind or snow) or an anthropogenic* one (clearcut, nitrogenous pollution).

Lastly, in the case of damage by large herbivores, one must acknowledge that the great majority of disturbances that cause silvicultural-hunting imbalances are anthropogenic*: improved habitat (edges), feeding, fertility and winter survival thanks to feeding, extinction of predators and disturbance (stress) being the most aggravating factors.

In this context, the type of silvicultural management should also be considered as a “disturbance” (very often the most significant)
of the natural functioning of forests. Since this is related to a specific and extremely important point determined by managers’ actions, a separate section has been devoted to it (§ 2.2.6).

2.2.5 Main types of forest structures in France

The structures observed in old-growth forests depend largely on a disturbance regime. Some arise from “patch dynamics” where disturbances, of a low intensity, create small openings. Others are shaped by disturbances that affect large areas (“large-scale dynamics”). “Patch dynamics” produces “irregular” structures where trees of different sizes are closely mixed. “Large-scale dynamics” generates “regular” structures with trees of the same age that cover vast areas (§ 2.2.2).

Examples of structures resulting from “patch” dynamics include:

**MIXED FORESTS RICH IN OAK**

The dynamics of oak trees, often in low density, are superimposed and dominate that of less long-lived species (beech, hornbeam, maple, lime, etc.) that will be replaced several times during the life of an oak. Owing to its great longevity, several dozen seedlings per hectare and per century are sufficient to ensure, with the help of occasional large gaps, the long-term survival of oaks.

Large herbivores, by their significant action on the process of regeneration, are an integral part of the forest ecosystem and its dynamics. The impact of large herbivores, whether wild or domesticated (grazing land in forest), results in profound alterations of the forest ecosystem: modification of flora and trophic networks, regeneration limited to certain species (selective browsing), physical (logs) and functional destabilization of the ecosystem. Nonetheless, it is wrong to think that their densities (and their impacts) are systematically higher today than they were in the original forests. The diversity of species was much greater (bisons, wild ox, tarpons) and the “damage” deplored today, is perhaps much less than what it was long ago. Moreover, the prevalent image of the large, dense and uniform forest from the beginning of the Neolithic is more and more contested by those who prefer the image of a semi-open forest (pasture-woodlands, thickets).  

**MIXED MOUNTAIN FORESTS (BEECH-FIR-SPRUCE FORESTS)**

The determining element of these forests is the ability of the seedlings (of fir and to a lesser extent of spruce and beech) to be able to wait in the undergrowth for more than a century before accelerating their growth with the help of a gap to reach the canopy. The growth of a tree is therefore determined by its location and not by its age. Thus, a 250-year old fir can be “aging” if it has had a short lag phase or “young” if it has remained under the crown cover.

**FORESTS WITH SEVERE ECOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS**

As a result of severe edaphic*, climatic and/or biological constraints, the stand is very open to light. Every tree grows freely (no competition from neighbours) and ensures its own stability (tree with a large diameter, often not very high, with many low branches). This structure tends to be found at the subalpine level (Pinus cembra and spruce forests) owing to the severity of the climate, and on screes or at the foot of a cliff because of the instability of the substrate and the falling of boulders.

**Structures arising from “large-scale” dynamics**

Monospecific stands tend to evolve towards “regular”, closed structures that simultaneously collapse over large areas due to severe disturbances (storms, fires). Examples include some upland beech groves, subalpine spruce forests on peatlands, boreal forests...
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How do the main management modes used in production forests differ from these characteristics?

- In forests managed as regular high forests, ageing and decay phases are absent and each stage only has one phase. After logging, wood biomass reaches values close to zero. Since logging occurs before the stand reaches maturity (200 years in our example), the phases are abridged and the duration of the cycle is shorter (often less than 150 years). This silvicultural treatment is similar to the dynamics of forests subject to large-scale dynamics, but differs by the brevity of the cycles (no old trees) and the low amounts of necromass at the end of the cycle. These high forests cover more than 45% of France's total forested area.

- The coppice can be compared to a regular high forest with an even shorter cycle (15 to 30 years); the optimum and regeneration phases are absent. The second growth of trees is ensured from stumps, only the initial phase is present.

- The impact of silviculture in irregular high-forests (5% of French forests) is identical to that described for regular high-forests. The only difference lies in the size of the units of regeneration ("patches" or "clumps"; called "parquets" or "bouquets" in France). Smaller in size (several tens or hundreds of m²) than in regular high forests, these cuts will have a limited ecological impact because the distances that forest-restricted species will have to travel to find the necessary cover for their survival will be shorter. Species of limited mobility are only able to survive if the spatial-temporal continuity of their micro-habitat is ensured on a small scale (§ 5.4.2); they will therefore maintain themselves better in these high forests than in regular high forests.

- Selection high forests are managed “tree by tree” and the unit of regeneration thus corresponds to the “ecotope” (§ 2.2.1). Having trees of very different ages on small areas confers a structure to these forests reminiscent of old-growth forests with "small patch" patch dynamics (certain sites with severe constraints). While salutary for many species, a continual presence of trees can be harmful to others (heliophytes*) and the estimation of the naturalness of these forests should take into account the dominant type of dynamics in the region under consideration. Selection high forests will actually have a functioning similar to that of natural forests in regions with "small patch" patch dynamics (for example, slopes protected by the Vosges massif), not in regions subject to large-scale dynamics.

- There is a final type of management that combines several storeys on a single parcel: the coppice-with-standards system. In these stands, which are quite widespread in France (oak forests), there is an attempt to encourage a storey of dominant trees (timber) along with an understorey of firewood (hazel, hornbeam, chestnut, etc.). Since the lower stratum is treated with stumps, it only follows an initial phase, unlike the dominant trees that follow the three phases of high forests (regeneration, initial, optimum).

The originality of this silvicultural treatment, compared to natural forests, lies in the fact that there is a superposition of two units of regeneration of different sizes. For the coppice, the unit of regeneration will generally be the size of the parcel (as in a regular high forest), whereas trees grown in high forests will be
regenerated at the ecotope level (tree by tree) as in the uneven-aged high forest. The living conditions in these forests remain very different from those of natural forests since the environment is either totally open (after coppice exploitation), or totally closed (after second growth).

2.2.7 Dead wood, source of life

Without ageing phases in managed forests, the volume of dead wood is at times a sufficient variable to distinguish these forests from old-growth forests. Its scarcity is not surprising: the aim of the silviculturist is to put wood to better advantage, not to let it decompose or provide a home to wood-eating (xylophage) insects. The forests are thus logged before the trees die, and those that are destroyed before their time (knocked down by storms, for example) usually provide economic benefit (20% or more of harvested wood in certain forests can be derived from logs and snow damage). In France, 75% of forests thus have volumes of dead wood that are virtually nil and more than 90% of the volumes < 5 m³/ha.

In forests with low yields, harvesting of dead wood is sometimes done at a loss. Dead wood “disturbs”; “‘dirties the forest’ and endangers walkers “as the sword of Damocles” one can still sometimes hear. The removal of logs is thus justified by social arguments (maintaining employment), sanitary (§ 6.1.2) or security arguments (§ 6.1.3), rather than let them decompose in place. In certain regions (the Mediterranean, for example), fear of fires is another argument to remove dead wood (combustible potential) from forests.

Dead wood can have different shapes and is inhabited by numerous taxa. Its abundance and its distribution vary in time and space, according to the disturbances and silvogenesis. As a general rule, the accumulation of dead wood is greater in coniferous forests (more dead wood produced and slower decomposition rate) than in broad-leaved forests (warmer climate accelerates decomposition). Dead trees uprooted by storms can be recognized by the large log stumps, mounds of earth sometimes as high as several meters. Strongly rooted trees sometimes break at mid-height (volis), thus producing standing and down dead wood. When they decay upright, the trees begin to lose some of their branches. With the wind less able to get a hold, such trees can thus remain several years before collapsing once their roots have rotted.

Dead wood ensures several functions in a forest:

- ITS DECOMPOSITION releases carbon and the mineral elements stored in cellulose to once again make them available to plants. These elements are often redistributed evenly around dead trees owing to the action of saproxylic fungi and their mycelial networks (§ 5.4.2). Dead wood can also act as a nursery for seedlings of certain species (particularly in mountain forests and boreal forests with a thick litter).
- THRUSHES LYING ON THE GROUND (logs) also affect geomorphology by limiting soil erosion during heavy rains. Erosion on the slopes of Mount St Helens was, for example, more severe after felling than after the 1980 volcanic eruption that, having indeed caused the death of all the trees in a radius of several kilometres, left them in place. Logs lying crosswise to the slope also limit soil erosion during heavy rains.
- FOR ECOLOGISTS, dead wood is above all an unique habitat that provides lodging and cover to certain species. Life and death are intertwined in a natural forest. Since logging eliminates the silvigenetic cycle’s phases of ageing and decay (heterotrophic phases) to the sole benefit of autotrophic phases (primary
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production linked to photosynthesis). It is no exaggeration to state that silvicultural management, by removing dead wood, eliminates more than half the micro-habits of a natural forest (figure p.17). The loss of species is slightly less significant considering the ubiquitous nature of certain among them (present in both young and old phases) but can nevertheless exceed 30% for certain taxonomic groups, particularly insects that comprise 90% of animal species (§ 3.4.3). As certain authors have shown, dead wood is often the variable that best expresses forest biodiversity. The more the dead wood is varied (different micro-habits) and the greater the number of large-diameter dead trees, the higher the diversity will be and the greater the number of remarkable species (for example, threatened at the regional level).11

- **CAVITY NESTING BIRDS** are often associated with the presence of dead wood. Secondary cavity nesters (wrens, tits, stock doves, tree creepers, nuthatches, garden dormice, martens, bats) use either the natural cavities they find in partially dead branches or trunks, or the cavities excavated by primary cavity nesters, which excavate their own tree cavities (woodpeckers). The latter, capable of boring into healthy wood, prefer dead trees or those with a rotted core to excavate their nests. Cavity nesting birds each use several cavities (successive nidifications, to roost) and trees with a diameter less than 10 cm are of little interest to them. Their survival is therefore dependent on a high density of dead trees or large-diameter trees (with cavities). When the availability of cavities is limited, reproduction will be mediocre (nests poorly oriented, humid, far from feeding zones) and predation will be greater. Even after having fallen, hollow trees will continue to be used by certain vertebrates (amphibians, reptiles, mycophagous rodents, etc.) for feeding, reproduction or nesting.

- **SAPROXYLIC FUNGI** and insects are very large forest taxa (several thousand species). Their richness is mostly dependent on the

To advocate keeping dead trees without specifying their diameter is of limited interest in increasing the naturalness of a forest. In fact, the number of dead trees is sometimes inversely correlated to the degree of naturalness and to the presence of remarkable species, particularly during the initial phase (death of many young trees even in managed forests). The volume of dead wood, on the contrary, is a good indicator of naturalness.
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The volume of old residual wood at year $t$ can be approximated with the formula:

$\textbf{Y}$$_t = \textbf{Y}_0e^{-kt}$

in which $\textbf{Y}_0$ corresponds to the initial volume of dead wood, $k$ is the decomposition rate, and $t$ is the year for which the residual volume is desired.

With a decomposition rate of 3% per year (green line: coniferous), the volume of dead wood is less than 100 m$^3$.
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According to this graph, the volume of dead wood in equilibrium is greater than 100 m$^3$ in a low production spruce or pine forest (recruitment of 4 m$^3$/year and decomposition rate of 3.5% per year). In a birch forest (decomposition rate of 4.5% per year) with the same productivity, this volume of dead wood is less than 100 m$^3$.

During its decomposition, dead wood goes through different stages, more or less attractive to saproxylic* species. These stages and the different classifications used to describe dead wood will be presented in § 5.3.

The state of European old-growth forests has been the subject of numerous studies, the most recent and comprehensive of which is that of the WWF. The quality of the data nevertheless remains very varied depending on the country.

2.3.1 Areas in constant decline

Deforestation (at its maximum 100 years ago) has left only 23% of the territory of the European Union wooded compared with 80 to 90% at the end of the last glaciation. If one includes western Russia, Europe nevertheless still has more than 10% of the world's forests.

In Finland and Sweden, forests still cover more than 60% of the territory, while in Great Britain, Ireland and the Netherlands, it has been reduced to less than 10%.

Our current forests are very different from the original forests that, by disappearing, have taken a large portion of Europe's biodiversity. The greatest reduction has affected Mediterranean and alluvial forests, certain of which have been destroyed by more than 99% during the last 50 years.

In total, the European continent would harbour another 15-20 million ha of old-growth forests (an area equivalent to all French forests) but their distribution is unequal. Europe's remaining old-growth forests are most abundant in Northern and Eastern Europe, particularly near the Ural mountains.

2.3.2 Insufficient protection

The strategies needed to be implemented to protect old-growth forests vary depending on the country. In Europe where old-growth forests are generally fragmented and small in area, it is advisable first to protect the still existing relikt "islands" and then to restore the naturalness of certain managed forests, in particular those with habitats not represented in the network of existing old-growth forests.

Boreal forests, often strewn with humid zones (here in Siberia), are the only ones in Europe that still show significant areas of old-growth (Photo: Olivier Gilg).
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Current protection of 6.3% of European forests only covers half of the identified old-growth forests. Their destruction continues each year.
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2.3. The last virgin forests of Europe

The state of European old-growth forests has been the subject of numerous studies, the most recent and comprehensive of which is that of the WWF. The quality of the data nevertheless remains very varied depending on the country.

Current protection of 6.3% of European forests only covers half of the identified old-growth forests. Their destruction continues each year.
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The state of European old-growth forests has been the subject of numerous studies, the most recent and comprehensive of which is that of the WWF. The quality of the data nevertheless remains very varied depending on the country.

Current protection of 6.3% of European forests only covers half of the identified old-growth forests. Their destruction continues each year.

The strategies needed to be implemented to protect old-growth forests vary depending on the country. In Europe where old-growth forests are generally fragmented and small in area, it is advisable first to protect the still existing relikt "islands" and then to restore the naturalness of certain managed forests, in particular those with habitats not represented in the network of existing old-growth forests.

The protection rate is also very variable in Europe where 1 to 10% of forests are normally protected depending on the country. The current state is worrying for old-growth forests that require strict protection since, with the exception of the Scandinavian countries, strict forest reserves protect less than 1% of European forests.

In addition, the majority of these protective measures concern unproductive forests (poor soils), mountain forests (steep slopes) or other forests that are inaccessible while forests in plain regions (or on rich soil) are largely under-represented (especially coastal formations, Mediterranean and hygrophilous). In Europe, protected forests are very dispersed (37,800 zones) and small (95% of them
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Protected forests are rarer in Europe than in Canada or in many tropical countries, even though their economy is greatly dependent on wood as a resource. Classifying all old-growth forests as “strict forest reserves” would not form an insurmountable economic sacrifice in Western Europe where they are few in number and small in size. The area freed by the abandonment of agricultural sacrifice in Western Europe where they are few in number and small in size. The area freed by the abandonment of agricultural lands has already made it possible to increase the total area of production forests. There could also be compensation for the classification of new strict forest reserves, especially in state forests (see § 4.3).

**A regional example: protection of old-growth forests in the Vosges**

In the Vosges, scientists and naturalists have for decades been interested in old-growth forests. Although the majority of these forests are small, their protection is already well under way. A recent inventory of these sites and their protection status makes it possible to evaluate the quality of the network and to identify its deficiencies:

- 42 old-growth forests identified (from 5 to 400 ha),
- 2500 ha concerned (60 ha on average per site; 9 sites greater than 100 ha),
- 60% fir-beech stands (Natura 2000 codes 9130 & 9130),
- 25% subalpine beech groves (Natura 2000 code 9140),
- 11% Maple forest with Lunaria (Natura 2000 code 9180).

**FINDINGS:**

- 18 ha (1 site) as strict forest reserve by the Prefect Order for Biotopes (APB).

**ADDITIONAL SAFEGUARDS:**

- the protected status of existing old-growth forests is only satisfactory for a quarter of the sites and therefore has to be improved in the future (creation of new nature reserves and strict biological reserves),
- the area of strict forest reserves is generally less than 50 ha (except for nature reserves) and should be increased in the future by the classification of peripheral zones,
- numerous types of forest habitats no longer exist as old-growth forests (notably at the lower montane and upland levels) and managed forests thus need to complete the network of strict forest reserves,
- connectivity between existing old-growth forests is only sufficient on the secondary ridge of the southern Vosges and should therefore be improved elsewhere by the complementary classification of managed forests.

### 2.3.3 High places

To the north, the Taiga occupies the largest land area. From the south of Norway to Lapland, a relatively intact forest belt contours Scandinavia’s mountains. This forest joins Russia via the north of Finland as far as the Urals. To the south, a few fragments of old-growth forests once again come in contact with each other in places and notably along the Finno-Russian border in Karelia. Having been closed for very long, this zone today harbours the finest European brown bear populations.

Further south, fine fragments of temperate forest still remain in the Ukraine, Belorusia, Poland and other East European countries. The forest of Biawisia, with its European bison population, is the most well known.

Alluvial forests are the rarest type of forest, because they are limited to the beds of large rivers. As the majority of European rivers have been canalised and their flood zones drained, alluvial forests have often been cleared and then converted into poplar plantations. There are still some fine examples along the Danube, the Tisza and the Sava rivers, as well as some more moderate-sized fragments along the Rhine and the Rhône in France.

**Many forest reserves (and the majority of strict forest reserves) have been introduced in unproductive or hardly accessible zones such as in the Ravin de Valbois Nature Reserve (Photo: Marie-Christine Langlois). The network should be completed in the future by plain and upland level forests.**

**France is ranked eighth out of 20 in Europe by the WWF for its performance in terms of forest protection. It receives the maximum score for its “management plans”, but the worst score for the quality of its “management effectiveness”!**

### Proportion of forests of a few European countries that are protected as forest reserves and strict forest reserves (the France, not all information about nature reserves has been included).
Old-growth forests are also very scarce in the Mediterranean region. There are fine chestnut formations in Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Greece, and Zelkova formations in Crete; fine riparian forests in Spain, Portugal and Turkey; and interesting coniferous forests, often endemic (Pinus, Abies, Juniperus, Tetraclinis), in Macedonia, Bosnia, Albania, Italy, Greece, Sicily, Spain, Cyprus, Crimea, Turkey, Corsica, Crete and Malta.

Old-growth mountain forests are found in Spain, in the Alps, the Tatras, the Balkans and further east in the Caucasus and the Urals. Smaller cores remain in France in the Vosges, the Jura, the Pyrenees and the Massif Central. They are very important because of their size and number of endemic species.

2.3.4 The old-growth forests and nature reserves of France

Of the 144 nature reserves (NR) in France in 1999, a hundred harbour forests and sixty support old-growth forests (mostly public forests). The first of these reserves was established in 1961 but it has only been since 1973 that the rate of establishing nature reserves has accelerated.

More than a third (13,310 ha) of the forests protected by nature reserves in Metropolitan France are old-growth forests (200,000 ha of old-growth forests have also been inventoried in France’s overseas nature reserves and more than 2000 ha in regional nature reserves). Almost half of these protected old-growth forests are larger than 50 ha, and those that are less than 50 ha only comprise 4% of the wooded area of the network of reserves. In more than
national and regional parks manage the largest nature reserves (only 11% of the sites but 39% of the forested area).

In 1999 (year of the last European inventory) France had 13% of Europe’s strict forest reserves and an equal proportion of strict forest reserves larger than 50 ha. The number of French sites with old-growth forests is in reality much higher but only the forest reserves (some nature reserves and strict biological reserves) where logging is clearly prohibited (in their bylaws) were taken into account in this evaluation. France has fewer strict forest reserves than Germany and Austria. And unlike Finland, Greece, Italy and Sweden, France does not have a strict forest reserve larger than 1000 ha (15 exist in Europe).

2.3.5 Endangered species

Since forests formerly covered the greater part of the European continent, it is not surprising to note that the majority of European animal and plant species (several tens of thousands) have an affinity for this environment. Even if some of these species can seem banal, a number of them can only be found in Europe, and their conservation is therefore one of the primary missions of forest reserve managers.

Tarpans (wild horses) and aurochs (wild ox) have long since become extinct (in the 17th and 18th centuries). “Small species”, a number of which are now on the brink of extinction, are unable to attract attention and gain the support of public opinion. This is the reason why bears, lynx, European bison, capercaillie, black stork and other vertebrates are today the standard-bearers of forest protection in Europe. Although these symbolic species are often indicators of a rich and protected nature, the real stakes in terms of biodiversity are greater. Depending on the country, 20-50% of mammals and 15-40% of forest birds are endangered today in Europe, and the same is true for a Higher or equal percentage of mosses, lichens, flowering plants and invertebrates.
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The old-growth forest of Bialowieza hosts more than 60 species of mammals, 200 birds, 1000 vascular plants and 10,000 insects (Photo: Bernard Boisson).

The degree of naturalness is a gradient.
nature from which humans would be excluded, a utopian vision par excellence*. There are, in fact, no more forests that are completely artificial than forests that are completely natural. All have a degree of naturalness, for example, between 0 and 1: a plantation of exotic trees would have a value close to 0 and an old-growth forest a value close to 1.

To evaluate forest naturalness thus means measuring the degree of artificialization of a forest, in other words the difference between its current naturalness and its maximum potential naturalness. Peterken** suggests several variants to define this maximum potential naturalness:

- a state that existed in the Mesolithic* period before Man’s impact became significant (can sometimes be specified by paleoecology*);
- a state that would develop if man’s activities ceased today (can be assessed with the help of models);
- a state that would prevail today if modern (“post-Mesolithic”) humans had not had an impact on forests.

This last definition is the most interesting for managers. It can be measured directly in the field in certain reference forests. In fact, some unmanaged (since they are often inaccessible) forest fragments have a naturalness approaching this state if large-scale anthropogenic* disturbances are disregarded (§ 2.1).

The degree of naturalness of a forest can be assessed by comparing its current naturalness with its maximum potential naturalness measured in a reference forest (unmanaged) of the same type.

Of course, it would be utopian to want to restore a maximum degree of naturalness everywhere. The hand of Man has done and will continue to do its work. The advantage of evaluating the degree of naturalness of a forest is simply to indicate to managers the degree of artificialization or human impact of their forests. It is up to them and the decision-makers to set the naturalness targets to preserve or restore the ecosystems and species in their care (§ 6.3).

### 3.2. Active or passive management?

**From theory to practice...**

If naturalness is a relatively recent concept in Europe, it is on the contrary deeply anchored in North American culture. The national parks established across the Atlantic at the end of the 19th century already had the aim of protecting pristine zones, free from all human impact. This policy was meant to guarantee the American people the conservation of natural wonders that rival the beauty of their care (§ 6.3).

Even though species and habitat protection were not the main objectives of this policy, the establishment of national parks permitted the preservation of ecosystems with a high degree of naturalness over vast areas. The 1964 passage of the “Wilderness Act” marked a turning point in taking naturalness into account that became an explicit motive to protect natural areas.

A wilderness area is defined in this Act as a zone that is “protected and managed so as to preserve its primeval character” “where the earth and its living communities are untrammeled by man” (non-managed, unmodified zones***), “where man is but a passing visitor”.

This definition corresponds fairly well to the prevailing idea of the concept of naturalness. Nevertheless, it introduces two distinct and sometimes contradictory sub-concepts: anthropogenic* naturalness (which is maximal without human disturbances and thus promoted by passive management) and biological naturalness (which is maximal when biological equilibria are intact, whatever the type of management).

Managers who desire to increase the naturalness of their site (anthropogenic naturalness and biological naturalness) often have to choose between:

- passive management that aims to increase anthropogenic naturalness by means of non-intervention: to limit the impact of humans and allow natural dynamics according to new equilibria,
- or active management that aims to increase biological naturalness but that is often done to the detriment of anthropogenic naturalness: works to restore historical equilibrium conditions between the environment and species. Note that passive management also permits (but usually in the longer term) the increase of biological naturalness when natural dynamics is not hindered by certain obstacles (modified edaphic* conditions, presence of invasive species, etc.).

**What can be done about invasive exotic species?**

Fight them relentlessly to the detriment of the site’s anthropogenic naturalness (§ 3.2)? Should they be allowed to follow their own natural progression, and thus accept the loss of other species? Most forests are concerned alluvial forests, particularly so, as water courses are excellent migration routes for these species. Numerous research programmes have been launched in Europe. Let us hope they will focus as much attention on ethical aspects (should active management be chosen (§ 3.2) in environments with a high naturalness*) as on practical solutions, for the most part bound to fail. How can one hope to be able to eradicate all the diaspores* of these species at the continent level? Our action will at best slow down the progression of these species locally (to avoid, for example, the disappearance of certain sites of rare taxa), but only new ecological equilibria will be capable of combating the colonization of these “green pests” in the long term. In the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve, the managers have noticed that after several years of uninterrupted progression, the Cape groundsel (originating from South Africa) had finally become the prey of a small aphid, a butterfly, a fly and a parasitic fungi.
This choice is sometimes difficult:

Should invasive species (introduced or simply outside their natural range such as beech in a Rhineland forest) be eliminated, if necessary with the use of herbicides, to restore the native plant associations of French fluvial forests?

Should artificial gaps be created to enable capercailles to survive? (see § 4.1.2)

Should beavers be reintroduced in French riparian reserves, lynxes and bears in French mountain forests?

To answer these types of questions, managers first have to assess the impact of these management measures (active or passive) in terms of biological and anthropogenic naturalness:

A. An excessive increase in the densities of certain species (for example, cervids by silvicultural or hunting arrangements, or of certain birds by the placement of nesting boxes) reduce both anthropogenic naturalness (by including various works) and biological naturalness (by the modification of natural equilibria).

Such actions should therefore be rejected if the aim is to increase the naturalness of a forest.

B. At the same time, the planting of exotic taxa on a site results in a combined lowering of biological and anthropogenic naturalness.

C. Closing a forest trail in itself has no immediate impact on biological naturalness but the operation is immediately justified by the increase of anthropogenic naturalness (reduction of disturbances for sensitive fauna).

D. Restoring the original emplacement of a forest trail would, on the contrary, permit an increase in biological naturalness (for example, by returning a stream to its natural bed, which had been previously deviated by nts) without significantly altering anthropogenic naturalness (a trail already being a highly man-made environment and restoration works only being ephemeral).

The operation in this case is therefore once again justified in terms of naturalness.

E. Prohibiting the gathering of saproxylic* species (for example, Forœs formentarius) is a measure that is easier to assess because it enables one to simultaneously increase biological naturalness (better integration of mineral elements in the soil) and anthropogenic naturalness (less attendance and disturbances).

F. Restoring forest undergrowth by the mechanical destruction of an exotic, invasive species will contribute to an increase of biological naturalness to the detriment of anthropogenic naturalness.

G. Non-intervention in the case of spontaneous regeneration of exotic species on a site (spruce in the mountains) would, on the contrary, result in an increase in anthropogenic* naturalness to the detriment of biological naturalness.

Impact of a few management operations on biological and anthropogenic naturalness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological naturalness</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The required effort to increase forest naturalness depends on the sort of change but also on the initial naturalness of the site; it is simpler to double the naturalness of a plantation of exotic species (spruces) than to increase the naturalness of an old-growth forest (beech) by 10%.

TO SUM UP: THE QUEST FOR A HIGHER DEGREE OF FOREST NATURALNESS HAS TO BE ORGANIZED IN 4 StAGES:

1. By comparing this state to the current state of the forest, it is then possible to draft the list of factors that contribute (or have contributed) to decrease the naturalness of this forest: biotic factors (climate change, soil modification), abiotic* factors (extinction or introduction of species, new biological equilibria) or directly anthropogenic* (logging, attendance).

It is then advisable to define the conceivable means of action (operations; feasibility and scientific relevance) to reduce or eliminate the impact of these factors. During this stage, dilemmas between active and passive management will appear.

The last stage is more “political”. It consists of selecting the operations that will be retained to reduce the gap between the current naturalness of a forest and its maximum potential naturalness. Naturalness can be increased in all forests. Whether they are managed intensively or have been classified as strict forest reserves for a long time, there are always factors that change their naturalness (whether they act within, in the immediate peripheral, or at a great distance from the reserve). As a general rule, the lower the degree of naturalness of a forest, the easier (technically and economically) it can be manipulated (see fig. p.30 below).

Leaving a dead tree in a poplar plantation is a simple and inexpensive operation. On the other hand, to combat the wilting of a forest with a high degree of naturalness might be beyond the reach of managers; rather the mandate of international anti-pollution programs. These stages are close to those of the management plans of nature reserves. The evaluation of management measures should also be introduced at regular intervals (10 years being sufficient for forest ecosystems). In the first five cases (A-E), the impact of management operations in terms of naturalness is easy to assess. In the last two cases (F-G), managers are faced with a dilemma: should anthropogenic* or biological naturalness be favoured?

There is no perfect answer to this question. It is not possible to make a comparative evaluation of (and thus classify objectively) two such different approaches. When such dilemmas arise and to avoid making unfortunate choices, managers should ask themselves more general questions before opting for one or the other solution:

• Is the site’s naturalness on the whole compromised due to the intended action?

• Is technical knowledge sufficient to “manipulate” the naturalness of the site?

• What are the consequences and risks generated by the action of the manager compared with those of non-action?

• Does the public have sufficient confidence in the manager to give them unconditional authority?

• Is the desire to restore an ecosystem closer to its original functioning (high degree of biological naturalness) more important than that of preserving an environment without human impact (high degree of anthropogenic* naturalness)?

• How many anthropogenic* disturbances (active management) are tolerable in an environment with a high degree of naturalness?

• Can a target be defined for the future degree of naturalness to be attained? Etc.

3.3. Naturalness and biodiversity: contradictory or complementary concepts?

Certain forest actors have already integrated the concept of naturalness in their management policy. Several obstacles nonetheless limit the generalization of these initiatives:

• Adopting a still little known concept, managers can be faced with the lack of understanding of their interlocutors (the public, decision-makers, other managers) who prefer to base their conservation policies on the concept of biodiversity;

• When the manager aims to simultaneously increase both naturalness and biodiversity, certain management measures can seem contradictory.

Overcoming the first obstacle requires training those involved about the concept of naturalness (one of the objectives of this technical report). Choosing between two divergent management measures seems more difficult, although in the majority of cases, antimony only raises an incorrect or partial use of the concept of...
biodiversity. It is necessary here to re-examine the definition of biodiversity.

Biodiversity (or biological diversity) is but one of the concepts at our disposal to qualitatively evaluate a natural environment. Up until the Rio Earth Summit (1992), conservation programs were especially oriented towards rare or endangered species. By the end of the Summit, “biodiversity” became “THE” fashionable term. Today it is the spearhead of conservation policies.

Global biodiversity or local specific richness?

Various methods have been used to measure biodiversity: specific richness; specific, taxonomic* or functional diversity (trophic* levels, key species, guilds*), etc. Unfortunately these methods only measure a part of the concept of biodiversity, and therefore only consider known species (15% of the living ones). Therefore only consider known species (15% of the living ones). Methods only measure a part of the concept of biodiversity, and therefore only consider known species (15% of the living organisms on our planet).

The other factor that limits these methods is linked to spatio-temporal variations of biodiversity. How does one compare biogeographic zones, ecosystems, communities and other assemblages without considering their respective scale of study, spatial mosaics and physical environments? How does one assess the diversity of a population or a community without considering its dynamics?

The United Nations’ report on assessing biodiversity (written by 1500 scientists) emphasizes these difficulties and warns against the use of inappropriate methods. Lists of species are often “sold” for biodiversity, but in reality these lists only measure specific diversity or richness. One aggravating factor is that, in most cases, these lists are limited to flowering plants and vertebrates. An open environment would thus seem “richer” than a forest, a cleaver would sometimes be “richer” than an old-growth forest. Yet the results thus obtained would only reflect the specific richness of the chosen habitat and the choice of the taxonomic group studied. They are hardly relevant to assess biodiversity. Forest management based on such results will have something in common with gardening for the benefit of one or the other taxonomic group and regardless of how the environment functions. The caricatured optimum of such a form of management, focused solely on specific richness, would be a zoological or botanical garden!

Fragmentation (§ 4.3) also helps illustrate this confusion between specific diversity and global biodiversity. Fragmentation, whether it results from urban, agricultural or industrial development, helps to increase the heterogeneity of the environment and in certain cases the specific richness of certain taxa* at the local level. Despite this, today no-one any longer disputes the harmful effects of fragmentation on global biodiversity; certain people even see it as “the greatest threat to forest biological diversity”.

The main idea behind the concept of “biological diversity” is the conservation of global biological diversity at the ecosystem level (ecological diversity), as well as the species (specific diversity) and individual level (genetic diversity). Certain authors also speak of structural diversity that, in forests, is characterized by the size and shape of the trees, the mosaic of gaps, the different storeys, the organic soil horizons, the standing dead trees, the necromass on the ground, etc.

The concept of biodiversity acknowledges that the main quality of the natural global environment lies in its diversity (at all levels of organization). Naturalness, for its part, highlights an intact (non-man-made) character of the environment. Are these two perspectives very different?

For both concepts, human activity is a preponderant factor. It is responsible for nearly all species extinctions (that reduce global diversity) and, by definition (§ 3.1), is what impairs naturalness.

Faced with such a fact, the adherents of “naturalness” suggest preserving or restoring biological equilibria (better functionality) by limiting or “repairing” (restoration) the impact of Man. Those who promote the importance of “biodiversity” attempt to safeguard global biological diversity by a range of very substantial actions (including ex situ conservation).

In theory, promoting “naturalness” also means attaining the objectives of conserving “biodiversity” since, except for rare anthropophile taxa* from recent evolution, all species that are known today already existed and thus had a place (ecological niche*) in the reference ecosystems of the beginning of the Neolithic (5000 years ago). To restore habitats today that are free from human intervention, with a high degree of naturalness, would thus make it possible to safeguard them all. However, it is impossible in practice to regain maximum naturalness everywhere (this would require us to go back and live as Neanderthals!). In certain environments that are small and disturbed for a long time by Man, such a return is, moreover, impossible (certain extinctions or disturbances having irreversible effects). While it appears for some as an ecological panacea, naturalness will not in itself allow us to safeguard our planet’s biodiversity. Increasing naturalness often means conserving a large number of species (including some very rare ones), which also helps conserve biodiversity, but this is not always sufficient:

Biodiversity versus naturalness

*Biodiversity*: more Cartesian (measured according to the number of taxa*), seems easier to implement in the eyes of the public. It is also appealing due to its modernity: there is no concern for the past, the emphasis is on safeguarding what exists today (it makes us feel less “guilty” than naturalness). Biodiversity management, which is more interventionist, has the merit of being able to rely on proven conservation methods (management, restoration). It thus brings solutions to problems for which naturalness has no solution (for example, species conservation ex situ in zoos and botanical gardens following the destruction of their habitat). Since the restoration of functional environments likely to be reconstituted naturally by these species often takes too long, these actions help take care of the “interim” period. Unfortunately, these measures do not always guarantee the long-term protection...
Naturalness: ecological utopia or panacea

What indices should be used to measure biodiversity?

The most commonly used indices to measure diversity (and wrongly biodiversity) are those of Shannon-Weaver. According to these indices, the more species there are and the closer their respective abundances, the higher the diversity. These indices are totally inappropriate to measure biodiversity because:

- They do not consider the potentialities of an environment (maximum number of species able to live in this environment). The comparison of two sites therefore has to be restricted to similar environments;
- They highlight respective species abundance. A site on which all species have the same abundance will have maximum diversity. A site on which 9 species out of 10 are very rare (usually the most important to preserve biodiversity) will have a lower score. In addition, a functional site (all trophic levels present) could have a lower score than a disturbed site since the higher trophic levels (predators, for example) are naturally comprised of less numerous species.
- The figure below illustrates this problem for the concrete case of Grand-Ventron Nature Reserve. Old-growth forests (FCH) and managed forests harbour the same species and at similar frequencies (which indicates a high degree of naturalness in managed forests in terms of their composition). Yet the value of the Shannon index of specific diversity is twice as high in the theoretical optimum (identical frequency for all species), which is true ecological nonsense.

The use of unsuitable indicators to measure biodiversity is the cause of numerous misunderstandings. When silviculturists increase the diversity of birds, butterflies or flowering plants by creating a gap in the stand, they only rarely contribute to preserving global biodiversity. They provide non-forest species with a substitute habitat and thus increases the specific richness of their territory, but it is rare when such measures help increase biodiversity by safeguarding a genetic heritage, a species or ecosystem threatened at the biogeographic level. By fragmenting forest areas, such measures, to the contrary, benefit ubiquitous species and can even lead to the extinction of populations of forest species. Even in the rare cases where these measures are justified (for example: forest conservation of species whose survival is compromised elsewhere due to the destruction of their habitat), they reflect above all our inability to safeguard these species in their original environments. Should forests serve as repositories for species threatened in other habitats? Would it not be better to restore the original environments for these species?

To overcome the problems of these indices, some recommend the use of “umbrella” species (whose presence indicates the presence of a large number of species) or of an adapted Shannon index taking into account (by weighting) the value of ecosystems and species. Biodiversity, just as naturalness, nevertheless remains a general concept that would be utopian to want to measure by a simple mathematical equation.

"Biodiversity: wrong species, wrong scale, wrong conclusions"

The real question managers of natural areas should ask is “which species (and habitats) should be protected?” not “how many.” The evaluation of biodiversity should be qualitative, oriented towards threatened species (specialists, endemics, rare, indigenous) and show less interest in species that are generalists, opportunists and exotics, which often prosper independently of the use of the area. Six categories of threatened species can be distinguished:

- Species having low densities and large territories, particularly vulnerable to fragmentation (this is the case of some large predators such as the brown bear in the Pyrenees);
- Species whose dispersal and colonizing ability are limited (such as the capercaillie in mid-mountain forests);
- Endemic species;
- Species with specific requirements in terms of habitat (specialized) such as the numerous saproxylics;
- Migratory species requiring favourable habitats at their breeding and wintering sites, and all along their migratory routes;
- Rare species.

In conclusion, we can say that forest management that aims to increase site diversity will only rarely lead to an increase in biodiversity at the regional level. Since there is no universal level to grasp the concept of biodiversity (besides the global level), the best thing to do for the manager in the case of a dilemma is therefore to assess the regional impact of their local management. If local action does not bring benefits at the higher (regional) level, it would be better to opt for a policy to increase naturalness.

3.4. How can one measure naturalness?

J ust as for biodiversity, the evaluation of naturalness can affect different levels of organization:

- intra-specific level: pine forests in the Landes region derived from foreign genotypes have a lower “genetic naturalness” than indigenous pine forests;
- specific level: in France, a forest of robinia or Douglas fir will...
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have a lower naturalness than a forest of indigenous species;
• ecosystem level: a forest mosaic comprised of different spontaneous communities will have a greater degree of naturalness than a fragmented forest where woods, prairies and crops are alternated;
• structural level: the naturalness of a forest can also be understood by the spatial organization of storeys (vertical structure) and of silvigenetic phases (horizontal structure), the spatio-temporal dynamics of these phases, the abundance of dead wood, etc.

As previously mentioned (§ 3.1), the degree of naturalness of a forest must be evaluated by measuring the gap (or the differences) between its current naturalness and its maximum potential naturalness.

The approaches will be different depending on whether one uses data from the past, present or projections into the future to estimate the maximum potential naturalness. To put it more simply, paleoecology helps determine the maximum potential naturalness relative to a past state, synchronic and diachronic approaches, and the catalogues of forest stands relative to the current state of the reference sites, modelling according to a simulated future state (§ 3.1).

3.4.1 Paleoecology

Various sciences aim to describe our past environments. They enable us, in particular, to retrace the evolution of landscapes during the Holocene (since the end of the last glaciation) and to determine what were the most important stages of this evolution, whether it was a matter of climatic, biological (species colonization) or anthropogenic* events (initial clearings, introduction of species, etc.).

PALEONTOLOGY (study of pollens) is undoubtedly the most well-known of these disciplines: one of the oldest and most precise (both at the species level described and of the period covered). It is unfortunately limited to plant species and its spatial accuracy depends on the species (certain pollens are transported over long distances, while those that are too heavy hardly migrate at all).

THE STUDY OF MACRO-REMAINS, often associated with palynology, makes up for certain of its shortcomings. By studying fragments of leaves, needles, seeds or even animals, it completes the spectrum of species studied and gives a more accurate picture of local conditions (macro-remains are rarely transported over long distances).

PEDO-ANTHRACOLOGY is the study of wood charcoal. Whether fires are natural (lightning) or anthropogenic* (clearings, charcoal burner’s clearings), fires produce charcoal that is very resistant to oxidation (plus very easy to date) and can be preserved in most soils. Their study helps retrace the presence of woody species on a site through time, as well as the natural altitudinal limit of forests*

Soil charcoal stratification (mixed by invertebrates) is, unfortunately, not chronological, and it is therefore necessary to date a large number of fragments to obtain a precise idea of the forest dynamics (an expensive method).

DENDROCHRONOLOGY is the study of the annual growth rings of trees. It is especially used by climatologists to retrace climatic variations of the past (by analysing the variations in the growth rings). This technique also enables to reconstitute certain variables of the immediate environment of a tree.

Archeology also provides precious information. Besides data about the environment of our ancestors (charcoal and bone fragments indicate the presence of certain species), excavations help date the transition phase of the hunter–gatherer civilization to a more sedentary one of farmers. It is this transition that marks the beginning of anthropogenic* disturbances, of the “domestication” of nature.

Written documents should not be neglected in evaluating the recent evolution (since the Middle Ages) of a forest. Acorns, branches, fungi, berries, then provided significant revenues and their exploitation was regulated and recorded. Historical studies are therefore very interesting to understand recent evolution and thus the naturalness of a site.

Whatever the discipline used, it is the study of “recent” evolution (several centuries to several millennia) of plant cover that provides the manager with the most valuable information to assess the naturalness of their forest. It is certainly interesting to know the forest types that have succeeded the tundra of the Late Glacial but in the long term, as these changes have nothing to do with the human actions (and therefore with naturalness): they only inform us about climatic changes or the successive arrival of different species.
management plans of managed forests (public and private). These managers thus acknowledge that a stand in equilibrium with its environment has better silvicultural potential (yield) than a stand of exotic species (less naturalness). For a long time, it was the short-term (one or two cutting cycles) yield that dictated the choice of species. This choice, which favours fast-growing species, has often proven to be an ecological and economic catastrophe (less resistance to allochthonous* species, storms, soil degradation, etc.). By favouring stands in equilibrium today, “sustainable” forest management (long-term yield) is encouraged.

3.4.4 Predictive models

Forest models help simulate the maximum potential naturalness of a forest (§ 3.1). Taking into account site characteristics, the species present, as well as their biology and ecology (model “parameters”), it is in fact possible to predict the evolution of a forest over a given period (respective abundance of species, duration of cycles, growth rate, biomass and necromass values, spatio-temporal dynamics of the sylvatic mosaic, etc.). Unlike the catalogues of forest stands (§ 3.4.3), these parametric models have a dynamic aspect: they can take into account and thus test the impact (at different time scales) of the presence of introduced species, different types of silvicultural management, etc. They can also integrate the predictions of other models (for example, climatic change).

Of course, these predictions remain theoretical. As they are difficult to test (silvigenetic processes occur very long in situ), they are not always accepted unanimously, and managers hesitate before deciding to use them. Moreover, these models only concern woody species and therefore do not allow an assessment of the naturalness of other forest components.

In addition to these “forest” models, there are many specific models that, based on the ecological requirements of a species, enable one to predict the evolution of its populations. If it is a matter of an indicator species dependent on old-growth forests, these models make it possible, for example, to calculate the degree of naturalness of a site relative to this species.

3.4.5 Empirical approaches

In numerous cases, the lack of both knowledge and means limits the implementation of studies such as those shown in the preceding sections. Certain people therefore prefer to measure forest naturalness by using other, more empirical approaches.
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Empirical calculation of an indicator of forest naturalness
(rough draft from the Alsace Nature Federation, 1996)

I. INDICATORS OF NATURALNESS AT THE BIOGEOGRAPHIC
REGION LEVEL

1 Floral composition
   • native species in proportions close to natural
     proportions (score = 5)
   • native species but introduced genotypes or
     proportions far from natural values (4)
   • 0-20% exotic species or native species in
     proportions very far from natural proportions (3)
   • 20-70% exotic species (2)
   • more than 70% exotic species (1)

2 Partitioning and areas (for a region with a forest at
   the climax stage)
   • no fragmentation of forest cover (5)
   • afforestation rate greater than 80% (4)
   • afforestation rate is 40-80% (3)
   • afforestation rate is 20-40% (2)
   • afforestation rate less than 15% (1)

3 Functionality
   • natural disturbances still occurring (5)
   • natural disturbances modified by humans (3)
   • natural disturbances alleviated by humans (1)

II. INDICATORS OF NATURALNESS AT THE PARCEL LEVEL

5 Floral composition
   • native species in proportions close to natural
     proportions (5)
   • native species but introduced genotypes or
     proportions far from natural values (4)
   • 0-20% exotic species or native species in
     proportions very far from natural proportions (3)
   • 20-70% exotic species (2)
   • more than 70% exotic species (1)

6 Structural composition (it is desirable to add a
   variable that factors the quality and quantity of
   dead wood)
   • natural structure (natural disturbances) with dead
     and living trees of all diameters (5)
   • irregular horizontal and vertical structure; permanent
     regeneration without a defined age of exploatability;
     with some phases of ageing (trees with diameter >
     50 cm) (4)
   • regular structure; regeneration spread over 15-50% of
     the average age of exploatability (3)
   • regular structure; regeneration spread over 5-15% of
     the average age of exploatability (2)
   • even-aged stands divided into areas of more than 10
     ha (1)

7 Quality of the peripheral zone
   • parcel located in a big massif (> 10,000 ha) with a
     structure and composition close to the natural
     state (5)
   • parcel located in a big massif with a structure and
     composition moderately different from the natural
     state or parcel located in a small massif of good
     quality (score > 3 for variables II 1 and II 2) (4)
   • parcel located in a large forest massif of poor
     quality (3)
   • parcel located in a small forest massif of poor
     quality (2)
   • parcel isolated from all forest contexts (1)

8 Functionality
   • natural disturbances still occurring (5)
   • natural disturbances modified by humans (3)
   • natural disturbances alleviated by humans (1)
   • the average age of exploitability (2)
   • the average age of exploitability (3)
   • dead wood

The average volume of dead wood in Europe’s managed forests today is only a
few m³/ha, while it is often more than 50-100 m³/ha in old-growth forests. The volu-
me of dead wood has thus suffered a
decline estimated at more than 90% at
the landscape level. It is estimated (based
on island theory; § 4.3) that 25 to 50% of
saproxylic species have already disappea-
red as a result of this decrease19.

4.1. Multi-functional forests

4.1.1 Outdoor laboratories

Protection of the last remaining old-growth forests is a major
conservation stake to protect the structures and taxa* that they
harbour (§ 2 & 5) but also to avoid of reference sites allowing to
assess the degree of naturalness of managed forests (§ 3.4).

Silviculturists take an interest in old-growth forests for other
reasons. One of their objectives is to answer to themselves
management methods to lower the costs of production while
increasing woody production14. By having a better understanding of
natural processes (regeneration, competition, dynamics, etc.), the
silviculturist could increase the yield of their forest by imitating
nature15. Of equal interest to foresters16 is the better resistance of
old-growth forests to parasitic attacks* and natural disturbances (for
example, storms)17 and their great diversity in terms of genetic
resources18.

Of course, the scientific interest of old-growth forests is not
limited to conservation or production. Spared of the main
anthropogenic* disturbances and corresponding to climax* stages
of our ecosystems, these forests also become the subject of
fundamental research. The close relationship between the forest
and its environment, having been studied for a long time in
France19, will be even more studied in the future in the context of
programmes to combat climate change, since forests are both
producers and absorbers of carbon dioxide10.

4.1.2 Noah’sarks to preserve biodiversity

There are numerous works that have underlined the interest of
old-growth forests for the conservation of species and habitats
(§ 5.4).

Old-growth forests harbour rare species and habitats, some of
which have disappeared completely from managed forests. Logs
and large dead trees are the favourite habitats of an extremely
varied entomofauna. The abundance of these insects benefits many
birds, often cavity nesting birds such as woodpeckers (the most
rare of which, the three-toed woodpecker and white-backed
woodpecker live almost exclusively in old-growth forests). These
species, by boring holes in old dead or decayed wood, provide
nesting sites for other species too, such as certain owls.

“Natural and semi-natural forests are an essential part
of European heritage because of their aesthetic, cultural,
educational and scientific value” (Council of Europe, 1987).
In addition to the presence of ancient trees and a significant nemorniace, the great vertical structural diversity (multi-storeyed forests) and horizontal (sylvatic mosaic) of old-growth forests is what explains their larger specific richness and the greater stability of their animal communities in the long term.

The presence of relict and symbolic species such as the capercaillie has also often been associated with the presence of old-growth forests. This species seeks multi-storeyed forests and small herbaceous openings to raise its young.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific richness of two protected sites with old-growth forests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Białowieża (1250 km²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi hades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibians and reptiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptogams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

La Massane (336 ha)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific richness of two protected sites with old-growth forests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi hades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibians and reptiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptogams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3 Carbon sinks

The concentration of carbon in the atmosphere has increased by 40% since 1800 and has led to a rise in mean global temperature. Ecosystems are capable of storing large quantities of carbon, but this quantity is released by the use of fossil energy sources today: 40% since 1800 and has led to a rise in mean global temperature. Ecosystems are capable of storing large quantities of carbon, but this quantity is released by the use of fossil energy sources today.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Białowieża</th>
<th>La Massane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryptogams</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular plants</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi hades</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular plants</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishes</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibians and reptiles</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular plants</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptogams</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5056</td>
<td>5535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forests, being carbon sinks, play an important role in combating global warming. Their contribution can be increased even further:

- by conserving large areas of non-managed forests, ecosystems with the greatest capacity for temporary carbon storage are favoured;
- by increasing total forest area, a portion of carbon released by the combustion of fossil fuels is recovered (stored again);
- the use of wood as a source of energy permits the partial replacement of fossil fuel sources;
- it is also advisable to favor, as much as possible, the “neutralization” of carbon by the transformation of wood into stable products (construction materials, furniture, etc.).

Reforestation would also permit an increase in the wood supply (the risk of having old-growth forests exploited would be decreased) and a reduction in the impact of fragmentation by partially restoring connectivity between masolls.

4.1.4 Vehicles of development

The protection of old-growth forests should not lessen the importance of their socio-economic role. Without the public’s approval, protection will only be “tolerated” by the population and its effectiveness (and longevity) will be limited. It is thus important to highlight the benefits of this protection for the population. The scientific and ecological interests of these safeguards are only understood and defended by a part of the population: scientists, naturalists and certain foresters. There are, however, other objective reasons for society to protect old-growth forests.

From an educational perspective, old-growth forests "help show the extraordinary vitality, dynamics, diversity, complexity and beauty of forests developing in accordance with only the forces of nature" and that long ago covered nearly the entire European continent. They thus offer a fantastic educational medium for the life sciences, earth sciences, history, physics and chemistry (biocultural cycles), etc. They also allow us to understand the climate change issue from a more positive vantage point than by the simple "pollution" approach.

The cultural interest of these forests is equally important. The reasons for their presence greatly interests historians because it allows them to retrace the spatio-temporal evolution of human activity, or to define more precisely the contact points between different zones of political influence. The appearance, aestheticism and ambiance unique to old-growth forests have appealed to many artists (Barbizon School) in the 19th century. Many artists found the source of their inspiration there. It is due to their initiative that certain parcels of land were classified ("artistic series") and withdrawn from silvicultural operations as of 1853.

For many (particularly the wood industry), the economic interest of old-growth forests is a priority:

- Although it is difficult to quantify, the main economic benefit of these forests comes from the improvement of silvicultural techniques inspired by their functioning (§ 4.1.1). Management that is closer to natural processes can lead to a lowering of management costs and/or an increase in productivity. Silvicultural practices that are different from natural functioning (for example, exotic species or regular high forest) often appear very cost-effective for several rotations but sometimes have harmful long-term consequences (soil destabilization and impoverishment).
In the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve, the dead trees overhanging a secondary road have been kept despite the opinion of road safety experts: the risk that they would fall onto the road was ultimately considered negligible compared to the risk of rockfalls that would have been created by removing these trees, which would have then required the setting up of an artificial protection of the roadway**. In this same reserve, the communities receive an annual compensation from the State of 22.87 € per ha for parcels classified as “strict forest reserve”.

In the neighbouring Frankenthal reserve, a lump sum compensation has been calculated according to the value of the existing trees and logging costs (deducted from this value). In strict forest reserves of certain Rhineland nature reserves, the territorial communities are the ones who compensate the losses in revenue (from wood and hunting) to the local land-owning municipalities.

**When a society no longer finds its ideal, it is left to humans to seek what is primordial. They look for it in pristine nature before finding it again in themselves”**. 

4.2. Multiple threats

If today it is advisable to protect old-growth forests, it is because they are seriously threatened. They are threatened with extinction in the most severe cases, and threatened with “denaturing” when their degree of naturalness is altered.

A distinctive feature of these forests is that the destruction of their natural character only takes a few hours (logging). Their restoration, however, when such is conceivable (certain actions, such as a break in continuity, are irremediable), can require several centuries.

Protection of old-growth forests should therefore be devised and implemented in a preventive, sustained and long-term manner. In a recent report on forest protection in Europe, the WWF identifies 8 main threats16:

• The first is administrative and social. If local populations and authorities are not involved in protection, it will be poorly accepted and little respected.
• Even when it is outlawed, illegal or camouflaged logging (for security or health reasons) remains a threat.
• Hunting today sometimes limits itself to shooting the most prominent animals, which alters equilibria between silviculture and hunting when the density of herbivores is too high. To make matters worse, large predators have often been extirpated, and when feeding is provided by hunters for large herbivores, it increases their survival rate (§ 2.2.4). The overabundance of large herbivores thus leads certain silviculturists to justify artificial regeneration.
• Construction of infrastructure (destruction or fragmentation (§ 4.3.2) of old-growth forests). What is a forest ecosystem worth compared to a highway project or a high speed rail line deemed “public utility”?6
• Certain exotic species, more dynamic than the native ones, can become established in the most severe cases, and threatened with extinction (§ 4.3.2) of old-growth forests). What is a forest ecosystem worth compared to a highway project or a high speed rail line deemed “public utility”?6
• Mining exploitation, a threat in certain countries, is negligible in France.
• “Green” tourism, to the contrary, is in full expansion. Attendance at these forests is therefore expected to increase and their ability to withstand the effects of visitors will quickly be exceeded. This attendance must be “controlled” but not prohibited because it certainly benefits humans and indirectly the conservation of environments181 (§ 4.3.2). A proper balance remains to be found.

In France, more than 200 scientists in 2003 initiated an appeal to the government authorities for the protection of France’s forests. They asked, among other things, for:

1. Implementation of a representative and functional network of protected forests:
   • assess the strengths and shortcomings of current protection;
   • identify criteria and indicators for a periodic evaluation of protection;
   • define a project to consolidate the protected forests network with priorities;
   • establish political and financial conditions likely to improve protection;
   • modernize forest management in protected areas.

2. Strict protection of large forest areas:
   • create a coherent sub-network of strict forest reserves (major deficiency in France);
   • establish several strict forest reserves larger than 100 km² in Metropolitan France.

RECREATIONAL INTEREST. Exploring a nearly virgin forest has a definite attraction for a population craving new discoveries. The fragility and often small size of old-growth forests does not lend itself to the mass eco-tourism developed in certain natural forests (Bavarian Forest National Park, for example). Individual exploration, authorized but not promoted, seems to be the most appropriate recreational option for French sites.

4.1.5 Coming in contact with our “roots”

One of the leitmotifs to justify the conservation of natural forests in North America (§ 3.1) is to preserve, for the benefit of humans, zones that are “primal, pristine, remote” even “worrying” for some, where one can “feel at peace with nature by facing one’s ancestral fears”**. These would be zones where our senses and deepest emotions could be revitalized. Such a realization can, in effect, be considered essential to gain public support and to the success of (French) conservation policies. To envisage such a plan, old-growth forests will also need to remain free of infrastructure (including paths, signs, etc.) and... open to the public, despite their possible status as “strict forest reserve”.

In Grand Ventron Nature Reserve, the dead trees overhanging a secondary road have been kept despite the opinion of road safety experts: the risk that they would fall onto the road was ultimately considered negligible compared to the risk of rockfalls that would have been created by removing these trees, which would have then required the setting up of an artificial protection of the roadway**. 

In this same reserve, the communities receive an annual compensation from the State of 22.87 € per ha for parcels classified as “strict forest reserve”.

In the neighbouring Frankenthal reserve, a lump sum compensation has been calculated according to the value of the existing trees and logging costs (deducted from this value). In strict forest reserves of certain Rhineland nature reserves, the territorial communities are the ones who compensate the losses in revenue (from wood and hunting) to the local land-owning municipalities.

**When a society no longer finds its ideal, it is left to humans to seek what is primordial. They look for it in pristine nature before finding it again in themselves”**.

Protection of old-growth forests should therefore be devised and implemented in a preventive, sustained and long-term manner. In a recent report on forest protection in Europe, the WWF identifies 8 main threats16:

• The first is administrative and social. If local populations and authorities are not involved in protection, it will be poorly accepted and little respected.
• Even when it is outlawed, illegal or camouflaged logging (for security or health reasons) remains a threat.
• Hunting today sometimes limits itself to shooting the most prominent animals, which alters equilibria between silviculture and hunting when the density of herbivores is too high. To make matters worse, large predators have often been extirpated, and when feeding is provided by hunters for large herbivores, it increases their survival rate (§ 2.2.4). The overabundance of large herbivores thus leads certain silviculturists to justify artificial regeneration.
• Construction of infrastructure (destruction or fragmentation (§ 4.3.2) of old-growth forests). What is a forest ecosystem worth compared to a highway project or a high speed rail line deemed “public utility”?6
• Certain exotic species, more dynamic than the native ones, can become established in
4.3 Conservation strategies

4.3.1 What are the objectives?

In general terms, forest protection policy aims to:

1. Establish a network of protected forests that are ecologically representative, socially beneficial and efficiently managed.
2. Achieve an appropriate form of management from an environmental, social and economic point of view in non-protected forests.
3. Develop and implement appropriate programs, from an environmental and social perspective, to restore degraded landscapes and forests.
4. Protect forests from pollution and climatic change by reducing emissions and by adapting management.
5. Ensure that political and commercial decisions safeguard forest resources and lead to a fair distribution of the associated costs and benefits.

More specifically, to “guarantee the protection of the last remaining natural forests and other high-value forests for conservation,” the WWF recommends the following directives:

1. In Eastern and Northern Europe (regions that still have vast pristine forests): “the largest natural forest areas (>50,000 ha) should be protected, thus safeguarding their development without human disturbance of long-term processes.”
2. In regions with only small zones of old-growth forests:
   - old-growth forests and other forests of high ecological value should be protected, enlarged and connected (preservation of corridors);
   - the elements of natural forests that are lacking in Western Europe should be restored.
3. For a responsible wood trade, the WWF requests that:
   - companies have a clear policy and take active measures to avoid the use of wood from virgin or remarkable forests;
   - companies use FSC-certified wood (§ 6.4).

The French National Forest Office expresses the following objectives for its strict biological reserves: “free expression of natural evolutionary processes, no silvicultural intervention, no exploitation whatsoever.”

The conservation of old-growth forests is based around three strategic axes:

- Protect the last remaining old-growth forests;
- For habitats no longer existing in their natural form: protect managed forests where a high degree of naturalness will be restored for the long term (objective: construct a representative network);
- Adopt management modes similar to natural processes in the managed forests outside old-growth forests (and between sites for the sake of connectivity).

The last threat to be mentioned here is the most discreet and insidious, that which slowly but inevitably alters our environment: pollution. Nearly invisible and originating outside forests, it is easy to neglect it. Yet it is omnipresent and contaminates at all levels, especially in the trophic networks.

In these strict forest reserves, “all direct human intervention liable to modify the composition or structure of natural habitats is prohibited” These reserves:

- should form a network of habitats representative of the ecological diversity of French forests; and by ending logging should enable the preservation or restoration of a sample of “natural” forest environments throughout the country;
- are intended for fundamental research on the functioning of forests;
- contribute to the protection of species linked to advanced stages of forest maturity;
- are capable of fulfilling the yearnings of a society in search of the “natural” and have an educational role;
- Lastly, one of the more important objectives (§ 5): “strict forest reserves can eventually form reference areas to assess forest environments that are more affected by man-made disturbances.”

4.3.2 Fragmentation: from island theory ...

Natural or artificial isolation (fragmentation) of habitats results in an impoverishment of biodiversity. This ancient observation, clarified by the “theory of island biogeography” in the 1960s, is one of the most important principles of conservation. Fragmentation induces loss of habitat for species and the isolation of their populations. The original equilibrium between species and their habitat is thus upset. The smaller a habitat is, the greater the risk of extinction for certain species increases (rare species in separated areas or for whom the size of a viable population has to be high). The more a habitat is isolated, the more the number of new species liable to colonize it decreases.

Numerous models have been proposed based on these theories to estimate the number, size and type of reserves required to ensure the long-term survival of species. In France, the protection of old-growth forests is more often an emergency measure than a conservation strategy. Conversely, in the United States, the effects of fragmentation are explicitly taken into account for certain taxa—since forests must “permit viable populations of indigenous vertebrates to survive.”

The principles of island theory today govern most conservation strategies of natural environments.

Fragmentation, naturalness and biodiversity

Forest fragmentation, by increasing landscape homogeneity, sometimes leads to the appearance of new species. Skylarks, for example, which nest in open environments (such as clearcuts), can contribute locally to an increase in “species richness.” Some would use this as an argument to refute the
concept of naturalness for the benefit of biodiversity (§ 3.3). The effects of fragmentation on biodiversity should, nonetheless, be measured at the biogeographic level. Consider a well-known group such as birds, for example. Between 1850 and 1986, 11 species disappeared from Alsace while 7 new ones appeared\(^{42}\). But the species that disappeared are threatened at the national/international level (great bittern, black swan, osprey, little tern, lesser grey shrike) while the newly arrived species are common (great crested grebe, tufted duck, laughing gull, collared dove, fritillary, rook). Habitat fragmentation, even if it contributes locally to increase species richness, inevitably leads to a decrease in both global naturalness and biodiversity (§ 3.3).

4.3.3 ...to that of metapopulations

Biologists have long considered species populations as groups where all individuals interact in the same way with their congeners. This simplification hides the effect of age, size, spatial distribution and the migration of individuals on population dynamics. The study of metapopulations\(^{43}\) fills these gaps by integrating the impact of relationships between individuals on the dynamics of the entire population. In fact, it is a matter of a specific case of island theory in which only one species is considered. Instead of studying the rates of colonization and extinction of an island by different species, these rates are studied for different sub-populations of the same species (each “patch” of habitat being occupied by a distinct sub-population).

A metapopulation is thus composed of several local populations (sub-population). A fragmented forest massif would include, for example, as many local populations as forest fragments. But the scale of the study will also depend on the sort of species studied. In the case of saproxylic\(^*\) species with limited mobility, it is sometimes thought that dead trees (in which several generations of such species as Cerambycidae) seem to correspond to this model.

The advantage of this approach is that it allows modelling of the dynamics of local populations.

Main lessons of the theory of metapopulations\(^{43}\) :

- the size or density of a population is affected by the migration of individuals,
- the density of a population is affected by the size of its habitat and its isolation,
- for a metapopulation to be able to persist, the dynamics of local populations must be asynchronous\(^{44}\) (otherwise there is a risk of a simultaneous extinction of all local populations),
- local extinctions and colonizations characterize the dynamics of metapopulations,
- the existence of favourable but non-occupied habitats is not abnormal,
- each local population being at risk of extinction, the long-term survival of a species is only possible at the level of metapopulation,
- the risk of extinction of a local population depends on the size of its habitat,
- the colonization rate of a habitat depends on its degree of isolation,
- the occupation of a habitat by a species thus depends on its size and its degree of isolation,
- modelling the spatial dynamics of metapopulations can be used to predict the dynamics of a metapopulation in a fragmented landscape,
- two or more competing species whose simultaneous survival is impossible locally yet can coexist as metapopulations,
- likewise, a predator can coexist with its prey at the metapopulation level while it fluctuates locally towards extinction.

This approach has also made it possible to show that the probability of survival of a population is not correlated linearly to the fraction of habitat still favourable for the species. Maintaining two dead trees per hectare in a forest where their natural density is 20 would make one believe that by conserving 10% of the habitat favourable to saproxylic\(^*\) species, 10% of these species (or populations of species) would be able to survive, but this value is greatly inferior.

Another lesson of these studies concerns the inertia of ecosystems in terms of species extinction\(^{49}\). Once a forest habitat is no longer fit for a species, this species does not necessarily disappear in the short term. Because of its numerous local populations, the species can survive several years before dying out. The presence of a species is therefore not always an indicator that the quality of the habitat is good. This property of metapopulations thus provides a second opportunity to managers of natural areas, who in this case could restore the habitat and correct the errors of the past before the species disappears completely (see box).

Extinction debt and species credit: the Finnish example\(^{50}\)

Boreal forests comprise 50% of the forests on earth. In Finland, half of the 45,000 species of fungi, plants and animals are forest species and 6% of them are endangered (25 to 73% of forest species have already become extinct in the south)! In the south of Finland, where 2000 species are inextricably
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4.3.4 Establishing a network of protected old-growth forests

To plan the establishment of a network of protected old-growth forests is not an easy task\textsuperscript{167}. Such a network must first of all be acceptable from a social and economic point of view. For it to be relevant from an ecological point of view, it must fulfil certain scientific criteria, some of which were discussed in the preceding chapter. These two points of view are sometimes very different, hence it is not possible in this report to present a global \textit{protection plan} for old-growth forests.\textsuperscript{8} It is possible, nevertheless, to present the catalytic idea that should be the basis of thinking for setting up such a plan.

**Representativity:** the network of old-growth forests should include all types of habitats. In France, only mountain forests and alluvial forests are well represented. Hillside, (non-alluvial) plain and Mediterranean forests are underrepresented. In the current state of forest reserves (table p.52), nature reserves cover larger areas and a greater number of forest habitats than biological reserves, although the latter are more numerous. This discrepancy should, nevertheless, lessen in the future when the objectives of the 1998 memo on strict forest reserves will have been achieved. It should also be noted that the central zones of national parks contain nearly 100,000 ha of forest habitats in which silvicultural activities are often reduced (with the well-known exception of Cévennes National Park, which in itself has 60% of this area but where the forests, originating from reforestation projects, hardly have any \textquotedblleft natural characteristics\textquotedblright);

**Permanence:** in order to be reliable and sustainable, the network must rely on strong protection measures (§ 6.2): nature reserve (NR) or strict biological reserve (RBI). Regional nature reserves and forest management plans (with limited timeframes) do not make it possible to guarantee the permanence of a network of protected old-growth forests.

**Connectivity:** matters of network connectivity are more complex because they depend on the (variable) ecology of forest species. Connectivity between two sites will, for example, be understood differently depending on whether it is a matter of ensuring the survival of a large mammal that is highly mobile or that of an invertebrate with reduced mobility. One of the options often adopted consists of simultaneously promoting:

- the connectivity between massifs by conserving or restoring forested \textquotedblleft corridors\textquotedblright;  
- the naturalness of managed forest massifs by applying management methods that are closer to natural conditions, by preserving old trees, dead trees and/or by introducing ageing islands (see § 4.3.6);

the establishment or enlargement of strict forest reserves, true \textquotedblleft cores\textquotedblright of the network. For species that are strictly saproxylic* and have limited mobility, the impact of the first two measures is limited. For these species, the connectivity of micro-habitats within the same core (for example, between dead trees) is what should be considered important.

**Functionality:** establishing the conditions of a functional network is a delicate matter. The general functionality of the network is guaranteed by the connectivity of the habitats (see above). The functionality of the sites and habitats of this network is, to the contrary, determined by their size and quality (type of management). The more a habitat is spread out and has a dynamic close to natural conditions, the more it will be functional. Just as for naturalness, functionality is measured along a gradient. The choice will therefore often be political, but certain scientific thinking can, nevertheless, help make it more objective (§ 4.3.5).

\textsuperscript{8} Thalictrum lanatum formations (Alpes, Pyrénées, Corse) are rare and underrepresented habitats in the French network of protected areas. (Photo: Bernard Pont).
### Forest habitats found in French nature reserves (RN) and biological reserves (RB)

**FCN** = old-growth forests - **RBI** = strict ("integral") biological reserves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature reserve</th>
<th>Biological reserve</th>
<th>Site Nature 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nb Total area</td>
<td>Nb FCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctrine forests</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conti forests</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean deciduous forest</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean and sub-Mediterranean</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean and subtropical</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean and sub-Mediterranean</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest habitats of riparian and fluvial</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Recommendations for the minimum size of sites vary greatly. Certain scientists and organizations recommend areas of 1000 to more than 50,000 ha. The French National Forests Office recommends a minimum of 50 ha in plains and 100 ha in mountain regions (4.3.5).

---

**4.3.5 What should be the minimum size of forest reserves?**

The idea that scientists have of the minimal size for a forest reserve varies:

- a few hectares sometimes being sufficient in our temperate climate to allow all silvigenetic phases to be present; it is this threshold that according to certain people guarantees the functionality of a forest;
- several tens of hectares of old-growth forests are necessary to ensure the maintenance of a sylvatic mosaic and the survival of certain metapopulations, it is this area that is considered by others as the minimum threshold;
- several hundreds, even several thousands of hectares are required for other species (with big territories) whose viable populations have to number several hundred individuals. The size of a functional massif for an entire animal community can therefore attain several hundreds of km²;

For ecologists, a forest reserve has to be big enough to permit the long-term survival, without genetic impoverishment, of all forest species. The risks encountered by these species in understudied reserves are numerous:

- the number of micro-habitats at their disposal can be limited (most species use several micro-habitats);
- their vital territories can be larger than the reserve;
- the seasonal movements of species can exceed the limits of the reserve;
- the size of certain populations can be less than their minimum viable population size;
- the size of the reserve can be too small to allow all the silvigenetic phases (and to their specific species) to be present simultaneously;
- the ratio between the perimeter (edges) and the area of a reserve can be too high to allow "interior" species (who avoid edges) to survive;
- certain populations will be too small to ensure the maintenance of their genetic diversity. As a result, their variability and ability to adapt will diminish.

Estimating the minimum size of a reserve means estimating:

- the required size so local fluctuations can be cancelled by others at the reserve level (which is, for example, the case of a sylvatic mosaic in which the respective proportion of each silvigenetic phase is more or less constant); "minimum equilibrium size";
- or the size of a reserve in which all the sources of internal recombination are maintained (which limits the risks of extinction): "minimum dynamic size".

Each species having its own unique requirements of regeneration (its own dynamics), the minimum size of a reserve should, in effect, be equal to the minimum area that permits all species to...
regenerate themselves. This minimal size varies in forests according to the dominant disturbance regime. In forests with "patch dynamics" (§ 2.2.5), the minimum dynamic area of many species is less than 100 ha and reserves of a few hundred hectares will therefore enable these species to survive. In forests with "large-scale dynamics"; on the contrary, reserves of several tens of thousands of hectares could still be smaller than the minimum size required by certain species. Certain models make it possible to estimate the minimum size of forest reserves according to the intensity and frequency of disturbances.

These concepts can help determine the minimum size of a reserve, but keep well in mind that no reserve, even a very big one, will ever make it possible to safeguard all elements of biodiversity. According to its size, a reserve will help safeguard functional ecosystems, viable populations or, when it becomes too small, just individuals.

With its 6 ha in high water (4 ha of which are wooded), the île de St Pryve St Mesmin Nature Reserve is one of the smallest French reserves. Even though it is rich in species (271 vertebrates, 505 plant species) and of international importance for migratory birds, this reserve is much too small to enable the conservation of a sylvatic mosaic of alluvial afforestation. On the other hand, the nature reserves of the Hauts Plateaux du Vercors (16661 ha) and Haute Chaîne du Jura (10781 ha), more than 50% covered with forests, are vast enough to maintain viable populations of a large number of forest species.

Establishment of a network of ageing islands:

**FOUNDING IDEAS FROM THE 1980s:**
- islands of 1 to 5 ha or including 50 to 100 old trees with a diameter of ≥ 45 cm,
- distance between two islands less than 1 km,
- total area of islands: 2 to 3% of the total area of the massif,
- larger areas (≥ 25 ha) have to be present in the massif,
- the islands are maintained during the entire duration of the silvogenetic cycle (phases of ageing and decay included) and are not managed.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE 1997 MANUEL OF FOREST MANAGEMENT AND THE REGIONAL MEMORANDUM OF THE ONF ALSACE OF 7 MAY 2001:**
- islands placed in forests with an area > 20 ha,
- islands between 0.5 and 5 ha in size, and comprised of big or old trees,
- all species, habitats and sites concerned,
- choice of zones at low risk of windfall,
- total area of islands: approx. 3% (even 5% in certain cases) of the forest area,
- 5 to 10% of the area to regenerate will be recruited as a complement to or replacement of islands that are dead or decaying during revisions of forest management plans,
- the islands are not strict forest reserves; they are subject to improvement cutting, they produce quality wood and the trees are harvested while healthy,
- age of renewal is understood between the axis of maximum economic exploitability and twice the age of optimum exploitability,
- island cartography is prepared for each forest,
- these regional instructions are applied in State forests and are provided to owners of community forests.

**THE MAIN WEAKNESSES OF THESE RECOMMENDATIONS RELATE TO THE ECOLOGY OF METAPOPULATION AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF SAPROXYL SPECIES:**
- if these measures are only applied to large massifs (> 20 ha), forest continuity will not be restored because this continuity is weakest in highly fragmented forest landscapes, where massifs are less than 20 ha;
- the distribution of islands (for example, less than 1 km between islands) should be specified to avoid them all being located in a limited sector of the massif;
- the proposal of "hard cores" (for example, 2% of the total area of the massif for a single large ageing island and 3% for several smaller islands) should be retained;
- if they continue to be managed, these islands will only permit the return of the optimum phase in managed forests, not the phases of ageing and decay (§ 2.2);
- if the location of the islands changes incessantly with the new forest management plans, neither the spatial nor temporal continuity of the network can be guaranteed, and yet these characteristics are essential to maintaining numerous species (§ 5.4).

4.3.6 Ageing islands: archipelago of naturalness or floating islands?

For several years there has been a notion circulating in foresters' circles called "ageing islands" ("lots de vieillissement" in French). It is difficult to find its exact origin, but since the 1980s some people have taken an interest in the question (§ 2.2.6). Conservationists and silviculturists agree that: first, it would be good to have parcels of old forests with natural dynamics in managed big massifs; and then obtain a dense network of old forest islands that can only be done with the aid of existing legal protection tools.

From an ecological perspective, the appeal of such a network is apparent on looking at metapopulation ecology (§ 4.3.3) since it could permit the maintenance of characteristic species of old-growth forests within the managed massifs. These species are notably the ones that are incapable of surviving in a completely managed forest (absence of their particular habitat), and those unable to survive in...
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too small an old-growth forest (stochastic* risk of long-term local extinction) and isolated (no possibility to recolonize from a site so close-by). For conservationists, the prospect of a network of ageing islands was therefore that of an archipelago of small old-growth forests within an ocean of managed forests.

Silviculturists’ vision of this network is not necessarily the same. As it was presented locally (ONF note, 7 May 2001; Alsace regional department) this network is quite different from the notion of conservationists and scientists. For the latter two, the idea of ageing involves the conservation of islands until the trees die and decompose. For silviculturists, ageing is considered relative to the usual age at which trees are cut, but these trees are cut while still in good health. Comprised of islands whose spatial distribution will be constantly revised (when the islands are managed and new islands are designated elsewhere), the network will thus be formed of “floating islands” of large trees in the midst of an ocean of younger trees. Such a network will certainly benefit some species of birds that only nest in the cavities of big trees (black woodpecker, stock dove, Tengmalm’s owl, etc.). Habitats* that are more and more rare in managed forests (in France, more than 90% of the trees are less than 55 cm in diameter). But the benefit of simply extending the cutting age of stands is very likely to be limited, particularly for saproxylic* species.

If one disregards the size of the islands and the proportion of the massif that will be devoted to these islands (two variables that will no doubt continue to be the source of much discussion), the future French “network” of ageing islands (as shown in Alsace) already suffers from two main deficiencies:

• absence of ageing and decay phases, essential to the conservation of saproxylic* species (taxa* that are most threatened by forest exploitation; § 2.2, 5.3, 5.4)
• absence of spatial and temporal continuity of the network since the geographic location of the islands will change constantly.

5.1. Choosing and evaluating management methods

The study of old-growth forests can have a fundamental or applied aim. In theory, the works directed by a forest manager should above all be applied (specify the most relevant management methods), as their role is to manage a space to attain management plan objectives, not to advance science. These studies should therefore provide tools to “aid decision-making” and for “monitoring”.

In practice, since scientific knowledge is often insufficient, managers are at times led to research answers to questions that are relevant to fundamental research.

5.2. Descriptive and comparative studies

It is also important to distinguish between descriptive and comparative studies. The advantage of descriptive studies of taxonomic* groups or of the silvigenetic processes of a forest is often limited for the manager.

As described in § 2, by comparing the structural characteristics of a forest at different stages it is possible to understand its silvogenesis. In § 3, it was explained how the comparison between the maximum potential naturalness of a forest and its current naturalness makes it possible to assess its degree of naturalness.

In all cases, it is the “confrontation” of several series of data that allow the manager to glean the most meaningful lessons.

Since every manager must answer their own questions, it is up to them to define (with the help of other specialists) what studies are most relevant to find the answers they seek. In any case, managers should also be as clear and precise as possible in formulating their questions (hypotheses) since no method will help them find a relevant answer to a poorly phrased question.
### 5.3.1 Stand structure and forest dynamics

To study forest dynamics is to study the changes that occur in a forest and their causes.

Forest dynamics can be studied by comparing the structure of stands at different stages of their silvigenetic cycle (synchronic approach) or by observing the structure of a stand at different periods of its evolution (diachronic approach).

A standardized method for designing surveys has recently been proposed for European strict forest reserves by the participants of a European program on scientific and technical cooperation (COST E4). This initiative does not impose the use of the same analytical tools but, by promoting a common method, provides interesting perspectives on comparative structural studies. The only impediment is that the method is difficult to set up and thus too expensive for its use to become widespread.

**COST E4 methodology to monitor the dynamics of old-growth forests** (protocol already applied in France in certain strict forest reserves):

**Sampling:**
- a primary plot of 500 m² per ha (every 100 m along the transects)
- 4 sub-plots of 2m radius to be installed at the 4 cardinal points (for description of sub-storeys, regeneration and herbaceous vegetation);

**Site variables:**
- orientation;
- slope;
- topography;
- type of humus;
- type of site;

**Dendrometric variables:** (for trees > 5 cm in diameter):
- species;
- diameter;
- height, total and of first branch;
- volume;
- traces of bark stripping or rubbing;
- cavities;
- state of decomposition of dead trees;
- type of dead wood on the ground: stumps, vols, logs;
- diameter of stumps;
- ground: stumps, vols, logs;

**Low layers of the sub-plots**
- species;
- density;
- damage;

**Herbaceous layers of the sub-plots**
- list of vascular species present;
- coverage.

**“STRONG INFERENCE” APPROACH**

The “strong inference” approach answers our scientific interrogations in four steps: (1) devise different hypotheses to explain the problem, (2) select the method likely to exclude one or more of these hypotheses, (3) implement research according to the method adopted and (4) use the same procedure from the start by formulating new sub-hypotheses to test in order to obtain a more and more precise answer to the original question. This approach thus looks like a tree diagram: at each branch, a new hypothesis (question) is presented. This approach is at the origin of the tremendous scientific advances of the 20th century in physics, chemistry, molecular biology. Ecology, with its great level of detail and complexity is a domain of “high-level information” where decades of research can easily be lost if the most relevant hypotheses to be tested are not defined precisely and in advance.

The strong inference approach can be easily applied to the study of old-growth forests, by simply taking care to study the easiest system to answer our questions (since the more a system is complex, the more difficult it will be to isolate the exact cause of a phenomenon) and not only testing hypotheses that can be validated, but also refuted (since “a theory can only live if it can be mortally threatened”).

### MONITORING SPONTANEOUS DYNAMICS OF ALLUVIAL FORESTS IN 6 NATURE RESERVES

**For each plot:**
- dendrometric inventory of each tree > 7.5 cm in diameter: location, species, size, diameter, social status, health condition, presence of lives;
- abundance-dominance indicator of each shrub species (diameter < 75 cm);
- regeneration level of each arborscent species (3 classes: > 0.5, 2 and 4 m);

**In total:**
- 9417 living trees surveyed and 12099 stems measured;
- 20 tree species on average per nature reserve;
- 500 to 600 trees/ha on average.

**Pollard willows, Alsace (Photo: Bernard Boisson).**

Considering the awkwardness of this type of method, the use of structural indicators (of complexity, connectivity, heterogeneity, etc.) is sometimes preferred.

Here are a few examples of methods and indicators used to assess the structure of a forest stand:

- It is possible to organize woody species according to the average density, frequency (number of occupied plots) and relative dominance (basal area) of each species (in %). This avoids having too great a contribution of abundant species with small specimens or too small a contribution of dominant species of low density. This gives an initial idea of the structure of a stand without considering its vertical stratification.

- Certain methods developed for animal communities can also be used. Vertical stratification of the forest can thus be measured by the (adapted) Shannon-Weaver diversity index that then becomes an indicator of structural heterogeneity.

- Factorial analyses are also used to identify the variables that best explain the structure of the stands: species, site conditions, management modes, etc. The factorial discriminant analysis is therefore interesting because it makes it possible, when the degree of naturalness of different plots is known, to calculate an indicator of naturalness (Fig. p.60).

- The abundance of big dead trees is characteristic of old-growth forests and it is often possible to compare the structure of different stands by a simple graphic representation of this variable. National inventories can thus help locate and assess forests with a high degree of naturalness at a country level. At a site level, the representation of biomass and necromass also allow one to evaluate the structural differences according to the type of management.
5.3.2 Dead wood

More than 20% of forest species depend on dead wood. The absence of ageing and decay phases, rich in dead wood, is therefore one of the main ecological deficiencies of managed forests (§ 2.2).

As of the 1960s, the benefits of dead wood were highlighted by scientists. However, it would have to wait until the 1980s for the publication of the first monographs devoted to this particular habitat and its inhabitants, as well as a real inclusion of this forest component in the thinking of conservationists and managers.

Subject to exhaustive inventories (including invertebrates, fungi, mosses, lichens and not just vertebrates), the specific richness of forest species (including saproxylics) and the presence of rare species are more important in old-growth forests than in managed forests. These differences can be explained by the particular dynamics, more stable conditions, and by a greater abundance and diversity (species, diameters, stages of decomposition) of dead wood in old-growth forests.

The discriminating power of the variables used in the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve is confirmed by the application of this naturalness index to beech plantations of the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve (fig. above; very different site conditions).

Diamonds: 10 plots of old-growth beech plantations in strict forest reserves; circles: 11 managed plots in adjoining state forests (Gilg, O., Garrigue, J. & Magdalou, J.A., unpublished).

The specific richness of forest species (including saproxylics) and the presence of rare species are more important in old-growth forests than in managed forests. These differences can be explained by the particular dynamics, more stable conditions, and by a greater abundance and diversity (species, diameters, stages of decomposition) of dead wood in old-growth forests.

The presence of dead wood is crucial for many forest species, including invertebrates, fungi, mosses, lichens, and vertebrates. Managed forests, on the other hand, lack the complex stages of decomposition and biodiversity that are characteristic of old-growth forests.

Old-growth forests are characterized by their high basal area of dead wood, while the managed plots are distinguished by their high number of living and dead trees (the latter being small in diameter).

The discriminating power of the variables used in the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve is confirmed by the application of this naturalness index to beech plantations of the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve (fig. above; very different site conditions).

Diamonds: 10 plots of old-growth beech plantations in strict forest reserves; circles: 11 managed plots in adjoining state forests (Gilg, O., Garrigue, J. & Magdalou, J.A., unpublished).

5.3.2 Dead wood

More than 20% of forest species depend on dead wood. The absence of ageing and decay phases, rich in dead wood, is therefore one of the main ecological deficiencies of managed forests (§ 2.2).

As of the 1960s, the benefits of dead wood were highlighted by scientists. However, it would have to wait until the 1980s for the publication of the first monographs devoted to this particular habitat and its inhabitants, as well as a real inclusion of this forest component in the thinking of conservationists and managers.

Subject to exhaustive inventories (including invertebrates, fungi, mosses, lichens and not just vertebrates), the specific richness of forest species (including saproxylics) and the presence of rare species are more important in old-growth forests than in managed forests. These differences can be explained by the particular dynamics, more stable conditions, and by a greater abundance and diversity (species, diameters, stages of decomposition) of dead wood in old-growth forests.

The discriminating power of the variables used in the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve is confirmed by the application of this naturalness index to beech plantations of the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve (fig. above; very different site conditions).

Diamonds: 10 plots of old-growth beech plantations in strict forest reserves; circles: 11 managed plots in adjoining state forests (Gilg, O., Garrigue, J. & Magdalou, J.A., unpublished).
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Of the 13 studies that compared old-growth forests and mature managed forests, the specific richness of saproxylic species was, on average, 50% greater in the former\(^{164}\).

The poor quality of old managed forests compared to old-growth forests can be explained by: (1) the absence of certain micro-habitats, (2) a lower abundance and diversity of dead wood and (3) the interruption of the spatio-temporal continuity of micro-habitats\(^{164}\).

Species still have viable populations, it will be possible to define recommendations of conservation management for these species in managed forests.

Dead trees with a large diameter and at an intermediate stage of decomposition are the richest in saproxylic species. This figure illustrates the increase in species that can be reached in a managed forest by maintaining dead wood. The non-linearity of this relation explains: (1) the increase, even limited (<30 m\(^3/\text{ha}\)), of dead wood has a very positive effect on specific richness and (2) that all additional increases of dead wood permit new species to survive (non-threshold value).

Dead wood is an extremely varied habitat (several dozen different micro-habitats; § 2.2.7) and the variables that determine the presence of a species are numerous (box p.63).

Variables used to characterize dead wood:

• Species
• Growth habit (snag, log, stump, branches)
• Diameter (measured or divided in classes: small, average, large)
• Age of tree at its death (from core samples) and the date of its death (dendrochronology)
• Presence of cavities, wounds, fungi, bark beetles...
• Bark condition (adhesive, peels off in layers, lacking)
• State of decomposition \(\text{SUMMARY}\!^{139}\):
  1. Healthy or nearly healthy wood (entire trees recently colonized by saproxylics*)
  2. Wood in early stage of decomposition (pith still solid)
  3. Wood in advanced stage of decomposition (spongy wood, shreds of bark)
  4. Rotten wood

\(\text{DETAILED}\!^{170}\):
  1. Dead 1-2 years, bark and phloem* still fresh
  2. Wood still hard, bark still present, but no longer any fresh phloem*
  3. Wood partially decomposed, part or majority of bark is peeling on conifers
  4. Majority of the wood completely soft, no bark left on conifers
  5. Almost entirely decomposed, mosses and lichens covering the trunk

\(\text{VERY DETAILED}\!^{11,38}\):
  1. Whole trunk; bark, branches and branchlets intact
  2. Healthy trunk, hardwood, lacking small branches, more than 50% of the bark still present
  3. Wood is soft in places, a few branches still present, more than 50% of the bark missing
  4. Little or no bark left, no more branches, wood is soft with small crevasses, parts missing
  5. Large pieces of wood missing, contour of trunk deformed, start of colonization by vascular plants
  6. Majority of the wood is already thoroughly decomposed, trunk colonized by different herbaceous plants, shrubs and trees
  7. Humification close to 100%, trunk difficult to distinguish, no more traces of hard wood

\(\text{OR A MORE ORIGINAL MEANS OF CHARACTERIZATION}\!^{102}\):
  1. Hard wood that a knife cannot penetrate except for a few mm
  2. Wood still fairly compact; a knife can penetrate 1-3 cm
  3. Soft wood that a knife can penetrate over half the tree’s radius
  4. Wood completely decomposed that a knife pierces right through
  5. Site conditions, etc.
The state of decomposition of dead wood is particularly important for the study of saproxylic* species. Every stage of decomposition harbours a specific community, and as numerous studies have shown, particularly in the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve, it is possible to observe true successions of species throughout this decomposition.

Four main stages of decomposition can thus be distinguished (with certain variations depending on whether it is a standing or downed dead tree, conifer, broad-leaved tree, etc.)164:

1. Onset of Coleoptera (Scolytidae, Curculionidae and Cerambycidae). Begin at death of the tree and lasts 1-2 years. By colonizing dying wood, scolytids bring other saproxylic* species with them (140 for Ips typographus). The cambial* zone is rapidly colonized owing to the galleries excavated by these Coleoptera.

2. Begin during the second year following the death of the tree and can last 5 to 10 years. This concerns species that will feed on phloem* remains and species associated with the development of fungi under the bark and in the surface wood. First fructifications of polypores*.

3. Phloem* has been consumed and the subcortical habitat disappears as the bark falls off. Stage characterized by mycophagous* species, their parasites and their predators. Every species of polyxene* harbours a specific community and sometimes even specific species.

4. Begin when the majority of sapwood* is consumed and the cambial* zone is rapidly colonized owing to the galleries excavated by these Coleoptera. Three themes: (1) explaining the availability of dead wood according to disturbances, silvigenesis and forestry, (2) the role of dead wood in the dynamics of nutritive elements and carbon and (3) its importance for the many saproxylic* species.

These last 15 years, the study of dead wood has focused on three themes: (1) explaining the availability of dead wood according to disturbances, silvigenesis and forestry, (2) the role of dead wood in the dynamics of nutritive elements and carbon and (3) its importance for the many saproxylic* species.

METHODS TO EVALUATE RATES OF DEAD WOOD DECOMPOSITION

(see also Fig. § 2.2.8 & Tab. § 6.3.3):

• diachronic method: monitoring the decreasing density of a piece of dead wood over time;
• diacronic method: comparison of different densities of dead wood (of the same species and site), dead at different times;
• mixed method: simultaneous use of both methods to measure the decreasing density of dead wood (for example, over 10 years) on different trees whose death date is known.

INVENTORIZATION METHODS FOR DEAD WOOD**:

Tree volume:

• Standardized functions: for the majority of species and regions there are graphs that make it possible to estimate the volume of a tree according to its diameter and its height.
• Sections: more difficult yet more precise, this method consists of measuring sections of the trunk at different heights. The volume of the cylinders of each section are then summed.

Total volume (or basal area):

• Plots: the volume of all dead tree and branches present is added on a plot of a given area. Systematic sampling will thus make it possible to estimate the average necromass* of a massif.
• Strip transect: same principle but the plots are replaced by strips (equal to rectangular plots) of a given size.
• Line transect: with this method, only dead wood situated on the line is surveyed, not the snags. This method, particularly interesting when dead wood is plentiful or irregularly shaped, permits a quick and precise assessment of necromass* on the ground. The volume of dead wood on the ground (V) in m³/ha is calculated by the equation $V = \pi \frac{d_1^2 + d_2^2}{8L}$, where $L$ is the length of the transect (in m) and $2d$ the sum of the squares of the diameters measured (in cm).
• Other methods that are more complicated or take more time to implement are sometimes used (aggregative methods, exhaustive inventories, etc.)

The dispersal ability of species determines their survival (§ 4.3). Increased knowledge of these abilities is needed to plan the ecological corridors between different population cores or, if fragmentation is too great, to extend favourable habitat around existing cores**.

The critical thresholds of the viability of saproxylic* populations are little known. By comparing the dispersal and colonizing ability of species with the dynamics of dead wood, it should be possible to predict their long-term viability.

The loss of genetic variability of an isolated population can decrease its chances of survival. The number of studies devoted to this subject should be increased.

The development of standardized methods to assess the diversity of certain organisms is also desirable. Ex.: only certain saproxylic* fungi produce fructifications, which distort the inventories.

The study of disturbances and youth phases of old-growth forests is less widespread than for old-age phases. It is advisable to improve our knowledge of these stages in order to better assess the impact of silvicultural practices.

The development of ecological management methods (allowing the conservation of dead trees) with small economic implications is also a challenge of the future.

Perforations made by woodpeckers, Ile de Rhinau Nature Reserve (Photo: Bernard Boisson).
5.4.1 Vascular flora and the description of forest habitats

The herbaceous layer reflects above all the site conditions of the forest. Its composition thus helps determine, with the aid of catalogues of forest stands, the type of “climax” forest stand of a site. The existing stand, by its similarity or its divergence with this potential climax stand, could thus serve as a basis for an initial assessment of a forest’s degree of naturalness (§ 3.1).

The vascular flora also reflects the diversity of forest micro-habitats. Every gap, rocky protrusion, stream, log, reveals particular site conditions. Forest exploitation can locally increase the specific richness of a forest by favouring the development of heliophyte species. These species, certain of which are found in old-growth forests, are thus common in managed forests. Yet these changes do not lead to an increase in biodiversity at the regional level (§ 3.3).

The number of vascular plants unique to old-growth forests is low and little research has been devoted to them. Moreover, the ecology of these species (shade-tolerant species, geophytes*, hemicyrptophytes*) is often different from one region to another. Sorbus terminalis and Mercurialis perennis indicate, for example, the presence of old forests in certain regions but are abundant elsewhere in managed forests. The relative abundance of certain species may be indicators of naturalness at the site level. Thus, in the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve, European mountain ash (Sorbus aucuparia) is much more frequent in old-growth forests and bramble in managed forests. As a general rule, the limited ability of these old-growth forest species to colonize new sites are linked to their limited dispersal ability, small production of diaspores* and lower competitiveness.

In certain cases, the presence of a particular species can indicate the historical absence of humans and, in fact, the presence of old-growth forests. Certain species (such as yew) have been systematically exploited (cabinet-making) or removed to avoid that their limited dispersal ability, small production of diaspores and lower competitiveness.

The analysis of a forest’s seed bank (seeds waiting in the soil to germinate) is equally instructive. Among the tens of species (per m²) present in an old-growth forest, certain have completely disappeared from managed forests. The restoration of plant communities of a natural stand starting from the seed bank is therefore not always possible. To be complete, this restoration should in certain cases be “active” (§ 3.2), for example, by reintroducing species (§ 6.3.4).

5.4.2 Bryophytes, lichens, fungi and forest continuity

The study of “lower” plants (non vascular) is particularly interesting in old-growth forests. Sometimes spectacular (fructifications of certain polypores >1m in diameter**), these plants have an important role in the functioning of forests. Certain species of the genus Lobaria, a slow-growing corticolous lichen typical of old-growth forests, can fix up to 10 kg of atmospheric nitrogen per ha and per year. Fungi, for their part, in their mycelial networks fix a large part of the mineral elements released during the decomposition of dead wood and thus help redistribute these elements, essential to the growth of young trees, in a radius of several meters. Soil mycorrhiza also play an essential role in the functioning of forests. The composition and diversity of these species are greatly disturbed by intensive logging. Mosses, many species of which characterize the advanced stages of dead tree decomposition, ensure, among other things, maintenance of high humidity at the surface of trees and the soil, humidity that is essential to the development of numerous species, including tree species themselves.

Rare forest lichens often occupy the trunks of large living trees whereas polypores* colonize dead or dying trees, particularly the largest oaks*. The presence of large trees and the abundance of dead wood explain the greater richness of assemblages of lower plants in unmanaged forests (a third of the 600 bryophytes in Sweden can be found in only 20 ha of old-growth forests); in the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve, 34% of the 238 fungi inventoried are saproxylics**. Managed forests often harbour less than half of the saproxylic fungi found in old-growth forests. Saproxylic species are increasingly rare in Europe, and a number of

In the Ravin de Vabois Nature Reserve, inventories made of only 0.5 ha of non-managed forests have made it possible to identify >200 species of fungi and several tens of bryophyte species. In the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve, more than 300 species of fungi (partial inventory), 200 species of lichens and as many bryophytes have been inventoried.

- Armillaria mellea (common on the stumps of dead or dying trees).
- Ganoderma sp. (polypore*).
- Mycena rutila (a genus that includes several tens of species) and
- Pseudofoliotia aurivella (edible, on dying trees) (Photos: Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve)

Clearcutting and replantation of forests result in the disappearance of more than 97% of Trillium ovatum (North American wood lily) and the survivors practically no longer reproduce. Even in non-managed forests, specimens located at less than 65 m from fellings stop reproducing*. This example shows to what extent certain species are affected by silvicultural operations and fragmentation of forest massifs (§ 4.3.2.3).
Numerous studies show the bio-indicator qualities of lower plants and notably that of forest lichens. The majority of these works concern pollutants and, more recently, climate change. Ecological continuity (forest cover, fires, area stability) can also be assessed with the aid of lichens. In Europe, Lobaria pulmonaria has often been used to evaluate the temporal continuity of old-growth forests. The thallus* of an individual can maintain itself several decades on the same tree. Since sexual reproduction is rare, the dissemination of spores can be transported over long distances (several hundreds of km*), the majority fall vertically and their dispersal is limited to a few meters. If the continuous presence of large trees is ruptured, this species will not be able to survive. There are about thirty similar lichens in the oak plantations of Western Europe. Lichens have been used particularly in the United Kingdom* and United States* to establish indicators of ecological continuity. The lichens* for their part, provide interesting study perspectives of spatial continuity. Unlike Lobaria pulmonaria, these fungi are able to colonize habitats (dead or dying trees) that are ephemeral, scattered and appear at random. Although some of their spores (several thousands produced per hour and per cm*) can be transported over long distances (several hundreds of km*), most fall in the immediate proximity of fungi (furthermore, two spores have to land on the same spot so the colonization of the fungus can begin). If the density and the renewal rate of large dead trees are too low, the spatial continuity of the “large dead tree” habitat will be ruptured and these species will become extinct. This phenomena is particularly obvious in certain French beech forests inside strict forest reserves where Fomes fomentarius colonizes in great numbers and with great speed all the dead or dying trees while in neighbouring managed parcels and with identical site conditions, their colonization is only occasional even when a large-diameter dead beech is left in place. Certain saproxylic fungi are also excellent indicators of temporal continuity. In Finland, for example, several species (including Fomitopsis rosea) are typical of natural forests but absent from managed forests, even mature ones*. Lastly, it should be noted that certain species are susceptible to edge effects that give rise to unfavourable microclimatic conditions*.

The regeneration of a regular high forest after a storm (natural disturbance) makes it possible to maintain a greater number of lichens than regeneration after a clearcut*.

Species that are slow colonizers (a few meters per year at most) are all potentially bio-indicators of temporal forest continuity.

The study of lower plants, which is difficult (many species, uncertain identification), has the advantage of a greater sampling flexibility compared to insects. Unlike insects, these species are immobile and sometimes have a very long lifespan, and surveys are not distorted by the activity of the species (blooming periods, rain, etc.). Nevertheless:

- the absence of a species characteristic of old-growth forests does not necessarily indicate that the habitat is unfavourable (§ 4.3). It is therefore recommended to study a large number of sites or several taxonomic groups (for example, lichens and Coleoptera) to qualitatively evaluate a forest habitat*;

- the presence of these species is not sufficient to give the habitat a “good score”. Certain polypores can, for example, survive despite the fragmentation of a massif but at densities that no longer permit their associated fauna (mycophagists, for example) to survive. Moreover, in the case of logging, certain typical species of old-growth forests will be able to survive awhile on the “worthless” dead wood left in place*.

5.4.3 Saproxylic* insects and diversity of micro-habitats

The study of forest insects provides much information but is difficult to implement: specialists are few and greatly in demand, reference books are rare, forest insect ecology is not well known, the method of capture (death of the animal) contradicts forest regulations, etc. Managers therefore often focus on the best known family: Coleoptera. In addition to being well known (for example, long-horned beetles), Coleoptera have the advantage of being numerous (as species and individuals) and well represented in forest environments where half of the 10,000 French species can be found*.

Some are ubiquitous and are found in all forests, others (certain carabid beetles) need big rotting stumps and are therefore more localized. The most remarkable and typical of old-growth forests are undeniably saproxylic beetles*, which contribute for wood decomposition.

Their high diversity is combined with a high degree of specialization. Every ecological niche (peeling bark, sap flow, decayed cavities, woody humus, fungi, dead wood, dying wood, decomposing wood, etc.) has its own community of saproxylic beetles belonging to different trophic levels (detritivores, xylophages, mycophagists or predators).

French old-growth forests harbour several thousands of species of saproxylic beetles. As each has a particular ecology, their diversity depends on that of the micro-habitats (§ 2.2.7).
It is estimated that 20% of the invertebrates of the original European forests are saproxylic (37% of Coleoptera inventoried in the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve). Logging and especially the growing scarcity of dead wood have already led to the disappearance of a large number of these species. Certain ones, associated with small pieces of dead wood or the initial stages of wood decomposition (pioneer xylophages) have survived in managed forests. But many have become scarce and are no longer present today except in old-growth forests in the form of relict and isolated populations. This is the case with species for which one present today except in old-growth forests. Most bird species have a ubiquitous behaviour (aside from woody vegetation). The close relationship between lower plants), birds were the primary subjects of forest research (see 4.3.3).

Monitoring saproxylics over time (diachronic monitoring) or a comparative study of sites managed differently (synchronic monitoring) can help identify the conditions necessary to maintain them and assess the quality of the environment in terms of naturalness.

However, considering their great specialization, one must respect some rules when doing comparative inventories:

- use the same protocols and, if possible, permanent traps (several weeks) in order to avoid the distortions associated with hatching periods or different activities;
- for diachronic studies: reuse the same trapping sites;
- for synchronic studies: formulate clear hypotheses and select appropriate sites. If one desires to study the effect of fragmentation: choose sites that only differ by the size of the massifs, the distance between massifs or the duration of the isolation of the massifs. If the objective is to highlight the impact of a particular management mode, the sites being studied should only differ for this variable and have a substantial site similarity;
- choose a qualitative approach (families and species) rather than a quantitative approach (individuals), which is more difficult and sensitive to the frequent numerical fluctuations of insects.

In protected old-growth forests, managers often concentrate their research and communication efforts on certain prominent species. The Cerisy Forest Nature Reserve is internationally known for a rare variety of Canis aurinauris, the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve has produced a CD ROM in which it presents Sinodendron cylindricum (a characteristic beetle of old-growth forests), the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve is doing its utmost to inventory all the woody humus filled cavities of large trees harbouring a rare “priority species” (known in this forest since 1875) according to the European Habitat Directive: Osmodermia eremita. A dense network of cavities at the site level is essential to the survival of this species, as many other saproxylic insects, has very limited dispersal ability (several hundred meters). Only 15% of the adults studied left the tree of their birth. Every favourable tree thus harbours a population distinct from a larger metapopulation (see 4.3.3).

5.4.4 Birds and forest stand structure

Before the current craze for “small organisms” (invertebrates, lower plants), birds were the primary subjects of forest research (aside from woody vegetation). The close relationship between avifauna and forest structure has been thoroughly described in most regions. It is known today that each phase of silvigenesis corresponds (for given site conditions) to a specific community. The same communities are sometimes found in managed forests and old-growth forests: regular old high forests have, for example, a physiognomy that is comparable to that of the optimum stage of old-growth forests. Most bird species have a ubiquitous behaviour in terms of forest naturalness and are unsuitable to indicate the natural character of a forest.

The ornithological interest of old-growth forests can be measured by the presence or abundance of particular species. Those nesting in cavities (17% of species in the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve)
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Reserve\(^{\text{64}}\), 34% of nesting birds of the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve\(^{\text{64}}\) are more abundant in old-growth forests. The tree creeper and nuthatch are the species whose densities are best correlated with the degree of forest naturalness in the Grand Ventron Nature Reserve. For these species that prefer old forests (abundant food on the trunks and in the bark of the big trees), the lack of favourable cavities (size, tree species, depth, exposure, height, density) is one of the limiting factors. It has thus been possible to multiply the density of tree creepers by 13 in certain managed forests after the placement of nest boxes\(^{\text{37}}\). Some of these cavity nesting birds (black woodpecker, but also the stock dove and Tengmalm’s owl, which are dependent on the cavities made by the former) are only able to nest in large cavities. The presence of large-diameter trees is an additional requirement in terms of habitat, a requirement that the future networks of ageing islands (§ 4.3.6) may be able to fulfill.

If certain cavity nesting birds still find nesting sites in managed forests, those species that feed on saproxylic\(^*\) insects are much rarer and are often excellent indicators of naturalness. The white-backed woodpecker, which currently only remains in a few European old-growth forests, is an example. Its presence is linked to that of dead wood and its specialization for saproxylic\(^*\) insects is such that in certain regions its presence has been used to identify the richest zones of threatened Coleoptera\(^{\text{160}}\). The three-toed woodpecker has a fairly similar ecology\(^*\) but prefers coniferous forests. Spruce mortality owing to forest decay and the outbreaks of bark beetles (one of its main prey) that followed (§ 6.1) seem to have been favourable to this woodpecker species, which is currently recolonizing certain regions (Prealps of Vaud, Black Forest in Germany)\(^{\text{144}}\).

Lastly, it should be mentioned that old-growth forests harbour much more stable communities (in specific richness and in abundance) than managed forests\(^{\text{44}}\) and they provide better wintering conditions for sedentary species (by having the greatest diversity of forest micro-habitats)\(^{\text{145}}\).

In the coniferous forests of North America’s Pacific coast, numerous vertebrates depend on old-growth forests. In certain of these forests, more than half of the species use dead wood as food or to reproduce: certain salamanders (look for dead trees in an advanced stage of decomposition), white-tailed eagles (nest in trees that are on average more than 400 years old), red tree voles (live in the canopy of old Douglas fir forests), Northern flying squirrels (seek cavities), spotted owls (feed mainly on the latter two species)\(^{\text{287}}\). The spotted owl, which depends up to 90% on old-growth forests and whose densities are very low (1 couple for 800 to 1600 ha of old-growth forest) is a spearhead of North American forest conservationists. To save it, modelling based on the theory of metapopulations recommends minimum conservation of 15 to 30% of original old-growth forests in zones spaced 20 km apart on average and each able to harbour 15-25 couples\(^{\text{30}}\).

The many ornithological works devoted to the harmful effects of forest fragmentation on bird reproduction and survival\(^{\text{44,57}}\) are not mentioned here but see § 4.3 and 5.4.5.

5.4.5 Mammals and the fragmentation of forest massifs
With the exception of the flying squirrel, European mammals are not strictly dependent on old-growth forests. The abundance of several small mammals is, nevertheless, highly correlated to that of dead wood\(^*\) and many mammals rest, reproduce and feed in tree cavities, in fact having larger and more stable populations in old-growth forests. In the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve, 26% of the mammals use cavities as their main home\(^{\text{44}}\). Tree cavities are sometimes the only conducive habitats for bat reproduction. Likewise, large dead trees (> 1 m in diameter) and large stumps torn by the wind are the only hibernation sites for bears in certain regions.

The history of large mammals is closely linked to that of forests. Killed for their flesh (ungulates) or their fur (carnivores), they were the first to suffer the influence of humans in the forest. Solitary (except for wolves), having large territories and not reproducing every year, large carnivores have naturally low densities. It is hunting, excessive attendance and fragmentation, more than the alteration of forest structures that, in the majority of cases, has caused the decline or disappearance of these predators. Their vital territories, for example, are from several hundred to several tens of thousands of hectares\(^{\text{160}}\) and the majority no longer find the necessary conditions in Europe (due to highly fragmented forests) to maintain viable populations. The only means today of reconciling their presence with human activities is the maintenance or restoration of large interconnected wooded areas of several thousands of hectares.

Even in Białowieża National Park (Poland), the protected area (47 km\(^2\)) is not capable in itself of maintaining lynxes and wolves (average individual territory, respectively: 71 and 217 km\(^2\)). The area of the entire forest massif (1250 km\(^2\)) is also considered insufficient for the reintroduction of wolverines (individual territory estimated for the region: 1000 km\(^2\) \(^{160}\)). The theory of “metapopulations” was also applied in this massif to propose a development plan compatible with the reintroduction of wolverines and bears\(^{\text{160}}\). By combining the protection of several big national parks that are interconnected and surrounded by buffer zones, Poland will perhaps one day recover its predator guild\(^*\) while continuing to devote the majority of its territory to production activities.

Remember that without these large carnivores, even a forest protected as a strict nature reserve will always show a lack of naturalness. These mammals are actually the only ones to respond in a dynamic way to the densities of their prey (functional and
Numerical, “density-dependent” responses) and thus able to restore a global equilibrium “forest - herbivores - predators”\textsuperscript{5}. In their absence, the herbivore populations will have a tendency to grow disproportionately until they attain or exceed the carrying capacity of their environment, and cause forest damage and disturbances to the silvgenesis. Hunting, even when part of a rigorous management (adherence to hunting management plans), cannot completely substitute for predators to maintain this fragile dynamic equilibrium (unlike predators who respond immediately to variations in the abundance of their prey, hunting is a delayed response). Indeed, a time lag of several months for a predator (or hunter) to regulate the population of its prey has a tendency rather to destabilize the system\textsuperscript{6}. Providing fodder, sometimes recommended to limit forest damage done by game animals, is not an appropriate solution either because maintaining abnormally high densities only defers the damage that will then sometimes be even more pronounced.

5.4.6 Other examples...

**Molluscs**

Snails and slugs are good candidates to study the temporal and spatial continuity of old-growth forests\textsuperscript{21,130}. Fragmentation and loss of habitats, notably forest habitats, have already caused the disappearance of many molluscs: close to 40% of animal extinctions documented since the 17th century\textsuperscript{20}. As a result of their disappearance of many molluscs: close to 40% of animal extinctions documented since the 17th century\textsuperscript{20}. As a result of their 6.1.1 Is forestry compulsory?

**MOLECULAR BIOLOGY**

The study of DNA today offers new perspectives by allowing the identification of individual organisms (particularly interesting in studying the population dynamics of saproxylic species). It allows one to better understand the evolution and distribution of species, to evaluate the impact of fragmentation on the risk of extinction for local populations, to determine the origin of certain species, etc. The study of a threatened saproxylic (fungi Sclerotinia rosea) has, for example, made it possible to show the genetic impoverishment of small and isolated populations\textsuperscript{14,22}. Fragmentation is also undoubtedly the cause of the genetic drift observed in certain isolated populations of mycophagous* beetles\textsuperscript{22,24}.

**MODELLING OF PREDATOR-PREY INTERACTIONS**

Just as for dead wood (§ 6.3), modelling the dynamics of herbivore populations and their predators is very instructive for managers. By adapting traditional “predator-prey” models\textsuperscript{13,123}, it is possible, for example, to estimate the “equilibrium densities” of herbivores and their predators (dynamics towards which the system tends to return after a disturbance/fluctuation\textsuperscript{3}). These densities help:

- to evaluate the “naturalness” of herbivore and carnivore populations: the further their densities are from the equilibrium values (and of natural fluctuations), the more they are disturbed;
- to determine if these populations are experiencing growth or decline;
- and without their natural predators, determine the “natural” densities of herbivores in equilibrium with the environment that hunters should set as a target, the other alternative being to favour the return of native predators (§ 6.3).

**Studying old-growth forests**

In the preceding chapters, I have given a detailed description of conservation measures, management and scientific monitoring that should be implemented to ensure the maintenance of a satisfactory network of old-growth forests. Unfortunately, these measures are not sufficient to ensure their long-term conservation and this chapter presents a few accompanying measures that are equally important.

6.1. D destroy the myths

6.1.1 Is forestry compulsory?

The most widespread and harmful myth for strict forest protection programs is that forests could not maintain and develop themselves without human intervention. It is true that certain plantations of species exogenous to the site (spruce in plain, American oak, etc.) would be quickly replaced by more competitive indigenous species if the silviculturist stopped maintaining and regenerating them. Old-growth forests, to the contrary, reconstitute and maintain themselves perfectly without human intervention. To believe and insinuate that the forest would be replaced by a “mess of scrub” if humans ceased to maintain it is just pure nonsense. Forests existed long before Man domesticated them and they will undoubtedly outlive him.

6.1.2 Insect pests

The farmer and silviculturist have always had to combat destructive insects whose rapid proliferation can ruin their work.

Dead wood has for a long time been eliminated under the pretext that it harboured such fauna. Our better understanding of the ecology of these pests now allows us to take a more measured approach.

Among the thousands of forest species (more than 10,000 surveyed in Fontainebleau Forest), less than fifty are true insect “pests.” Most, such as the well-known scolytids, are only secondary pests. They usually colonize the trunks of dying or recently dead trees and not the trunks of healthy trees. The problem linked to scolytids is that in the case of a severe outbreak (when there are simultaneously many dead or dying trees allowing many scolytids to reproduce), those scolytids that attack healthy trees (behaving from then on as primary pests) will have a sufficient impact to cause the death of healthy trees. The winter storm of 1999, by knocking down several tens of millions of cubic meters of wood, generated favourable conditions for such outbreaks, and it is estimated that a million cubic meters of softwoods were weakened by these attacks in 2001.
Although accidents are extremely rare, it is considered, and with good reason, that the falling of dead wood is liable to cause serious accidents. Consequently, to limit their responsibility, landowners and forest managers tend to want to eliminate all trees “at risk” (dead, sick, hollow or disfigured) here and there from forest paths and tracks over an area equal to the height of the stand. If the impact of these measures is negligible in the large, fairly inaccessible forest massifs, this is not the case in suburban forests. In certain forests of the city of Strasbourg, for example, the aim of the forest manager is to restore the forests to a high degree of naturalness, but the network of paths, tracks and exercise trails is so dense that the proportion of the forest where “at risk” trees are eliminated is greater than 50% in some places. In such situations, it is advisable to leave the downed trees (during

6.1.3 Hazardous trees

Another recurring problem is that of the risk associated with falling dead trees or branches.

Although accidents are extremely rare, it is considered, and with good reason, that the falling of dead wood is liable to cause serious accidents. Consequently, to limit their responsibility, landowners and forest managers tend to want to eliminate all trees “at risk” (dead, sick, hollow or disfigured) here and there from forest paths and tracks over an area equal to the height of the stand. If the impact of these measures is negligible in the large, fairly inaccessible forest massifs, this is not the case in suburban forests. In certain forests of the city of Strasbourg, for example, the aim of the forest manager is to restore the forests to a high degree of naturalness, but the network of paths, tracks and exercise trails is so dense that the proportion of the forest where “at risk” trees are eliminated is greater than 50% in some places. In such situations, it is advisable to leave the downed trees (during
security cuts) in place, which will at least increase the necromass on the ground surface. In the opposite case, there is a great risk of seeing felling for economic reasons using the security argument as an alibi.

To this day, the security argument suffers from the lack of evaluations of the real potential risk. What is the probability that a dead tree will fall on someone walking in the forest? There is no doubt that the risks we run in our daily life (especially on the roads) are infinitely higher. The real question is therefore not “what is the risk?” but “who is responsible?” If owners and managers had to be held responsible for all the potential risks in natural environments, we would soon have campaigns to eradicate vipers and hornets, etc. Failing to accept these natural risks and following the example of motorists, perhaps we should just take out “dead wood” insurance against this risk rather than removing them, because there will never be “zero risk.”

Finally, note that for some silviculturists, keeping dead trees is a deliberate management choice that aims to increase the functionality and thus productivity of the forest. In this case, dead trees can be incorporated as a production tool. To ask these silviculturists to remove dead trees would be the equivalent of asking a horticulturist to stop using natural compost.

6.2. Protecting old-growth forests

Based on the small area in question (<1% of forests in France), the strict protection of all old-growth forests would not have any significant economic consequences in France, especially since it mostly concerns unexploitable or not very profitable forests.

The complex nature of the procedures and the historical opposition of silviculturists explain in part the current shortcomings of the network of protected old-growth forests. Since a few years, we are nevertheless witnessing a change in mentality and the current development of strict biological reserves should permit an increase of protected areas.

From this perspective, the role of the State is the determining factor since it is:
• the State that makes ministerial decrees to classify strict forest reserves (nature reserve or biological reserve);
• the State (and not the National Forests Office) that owns national forests where a large portion of the old-growth forests inventoried are found.

LEGAL STATUS ENABLING TO PROTECT OLD-GROWTH FORESTS IN FRANCE:
• the national nature reserve, whose creation decree can provide for the establishment of a strict forest reserve. This is undoubtedly the most effective measure of protection, even though quite difficult to set up (applies to the public and private domain);
• the directed or strict biological reserve (state or local), for relevant forests of the forest system;
• the regional nature reserve, which is very simple to establish;
• Prefect Order for Biotope Protection provides a multitude of possibilities and deserves to be used more often, especially in emergency situations;
• the strict forest reserve of national parks, provided for by the Rural Code since 1960 but only implemented once (Lac de Lauvitel: Écrins National Park);
• sites that are acquired, rented or under agreement with regional conservancies for natural areas which, in certain regions (Alsace in particular), have a genuine policy of old-growth forest conservation.
• the series of forest management protection measures that can ban logging for the duration of a “forest management plan” (can be interesting as a transitional measure).

6.3. Restoring the naturalness of our forests

If strict protection of the last European old-growth forests is vital and urgent, increasing the naturalness of managed forests is equally essential. As described in § 3.1, naturalness is measured along a gradient. Whatever the factors in the past that have led to a lowering of naturalness, it is always possible to restore it in part by adopting appropriate management measures.

Two types of restoration can be considered:
• prohibit logging from forests to convert them into an old-growth forests;
• increase the degree of naturalness of forests while continuing to exploit them.

The first case refers to “conversion management”: This conversion, begun in many nature reserves, will enable, in the long term, to make the network of French old-growth forests denser. The current network actually only covers small areas and is extremely uneven (more than 50% of coniferous mountain forests).

In the second case, forest exploitation will be organized so as to simultaneously increase the degree of naturalness of the forest. Structural naturalness is usually the aim of restoration operations: reconstitution of a sylvatic mosaic composed of different aged and sized units, restoration of a substantial store of dead wood, etc. The “naturalist” silviculture of some managers (for example, ProSylva) partly satisfies this concern. Certification of forest products (§ 6.4) should also help increase the naturalness of certain forests into the future.

6.3.1 Conversion management

To convert a managed forest into an old-growth (non-managed) forest, managers can choose between an active management that favours biological naturalness and a passive management favouring anthropogenic* naturalness (§ 3.2).

Passive management has the advantage of being quite inexpensive (nature itself will take care of the restoration) and generally helps obtain good results. The dynamic equilibria of an old-growth forest are, moreover, so complex and so fragile that no active management could restore it better than nature itself. Unfortunately, restoration is long (several centuries to restore naturalness approaching maximum potential naturalness) and can be slowed or even blocked in places. A spruce or larch forest (exotic to the site) can sometimes regenerate itself naturally and prevent the spontaneous return of native species.
Other perspectives for managers

Active management can accelerate the conversion, notably by removing these blockages. It is, on the other hand, much more expensive, undermines anthropogenic naturalness and is highly dependent on our level of knowledge: the theoretical optimum to reach (maximum naturalness; § 3.1) not being defined in the same way according to managers. To avoid active management being diverted to commercial ends, it is imperative that downed trees, in the context of conversion operations, be left in situ (see § 6.1.3).

In nature reserves, passive management is favoured. Only those parcels where the conditions are unfavourable to a spontaneous and rapid return of an old-growth forest are sometimes subjected to active management.

When conversion concerns plantation forests, active management can be justified. Creating gaps of varying sizes is usually the most effective operation. The number and size of the gaps are chosen according to their observed values in old-growth forests of the same sort. In temperate Europe, the majority of gaps have a diameter of 0.5 to 2 times the height of adult trees and these gaps cover 10-15% of the forest area (new gaps should be created every 10 to 15 years to preserve this proportion). It is recommended to continue creating gaps until 50% of the initial forest area is converted, the remaining 50% meanwhile having arrived at a sufficiently advanced age and stage of fragmentation for its conversion to occur naturally. It is also important to distribute these gaps in a random way over the entirety of the site.

In the Netherlands, where the majority of forests have been planted, numerous studies have been devoted to “active” methods of conversion, the evaluation of which is sometimes achieved thanks to simulation models of forest dynamics (§ 3.4.4). The main conclusions of these evaluations are:
- too much thinning of a forest results in an overly substantial regeneration on the entirety of the site, and instead of ending up with a mosaic of different aged units (close to a natural mosaic), the forest will remain relatively even-aged. At the beginning of the conversion, the canopy must therefore remain as closed as possible and the creation of gaps limited to small-sized units;
- the creation of gaps of varying sizes is the best means to accelerate the development of a sylvatic mosaic close to the natural mosaic;
- gaps that are too small (less than half the height of the trees) are quickly closed by the crown extension of neighbouring trees, and are therefore of little interest for regeneration;
- considering the seed bank present on a site, the elimination of exotic species that regenerate naturally is impossible if the conversion operation is limited to creating gaps. The trees of these exotic species should be cut (or ring-barked at the base to produce standing dead trees) before creating gaps. The interval between these two operations will depend on the longevity of the seeds in the soil;
- the rapid establishment of dominant herbaceous species (bracken, nettle, bramble) slows the regeneration and development of a mosaic of different aged units;
- browsing can also slow gap regeneration. This browsing is more severe when the number of gaps is too small.

6.3.2 “Renaturing” managed forests

In forests where logging continues, naturalness could also be increased (to a lesser extent).

Restoration of irregular stands from regular stands can be done based on the active conversion operations described in § 6.3.1. These measures make it possible to obtain a sylvatic mosaic closer to the natural conditions of temperate regions (patch dynamics; § 2.2.5) while continuing the commercialisation of downed trees during the creation of gaps. In forestry jargon, the manager will have simply “converted” his regular high forest into an irregular high forest. In practice, high irregular forests are often more interesting than regular high forests because they require less silvicultural work (thinning), are less sensitive to disturbances (storms, parasitic attacks), and are more functional, and thus sometimes more productive. On the other hand, they require greater technical know-how and more frequent felling (because they cover smaller areas).

Restoring the sylvatic mosaic means restoring a sylvigenesis close to the natural functioning of the forest (§ 2.2). The species whose presence is dependent on this dynamic will benefit, but others, solely linked to very old (absent) phases, will not. For the latter species, restoration should be accompanied by the setting up of unmanaged plots until their decay and/or by maintaining significant quantities of dead wood, particularly of large diameter (§ 6.3.3).

In the past, only old-growth forests enabled these species to maintain themselves locally. In the future, the creation of a denser network of “ageing islands” and “senescence islands” (§ 4.3.6) should allow some of these species to once again spread their range of distribution. Since many saproxylic species have limited
mobility, the indispensable condition for the success of such a policy is that these islands are large enough to allow all silvigenetic phases to be present simultaneously. In the opposite case, those species whose survival depends on a particular phase of the silvigenetic cycle will be forced to migrate from one island to another to maintain themselves as metapopulations (their survival will thus depend, among other things, on the distance between islands and their migratory capability; § 4.3.3).

The advantage of these ageing islands or of an old-growth forest in general can be increased by providing a "buffer" zone. This zone can be permanent (perimeter of a given size in which a certain structure, a certain density of dead trees, etc. are preserved) or be part of a rotation (fig. below).

### 6.3.3 Conserving dead trees

Another means of partly restoring the naturalness of a forest is to increase its volume of dead wood, important habitat for forest species (§ 5.3) and functionality. Three distinct approaches can be suggested:

**Increase the number of dead trees**

- **Establish intended objectives:**
  This first phase is undoubtedly the most difficult. When it is a matter of increasing biodiversity, the procedure consists of identifying the species associated with dead wood and cavities; studying the size of their territory, the (tree) diameters they require (and their state: standing dead wood, down, firm, worm-eaten, etc.) then to deduce the number and types of dead trees required to maintain these species. It is obvious that such an approach, conceivable for a few well-known species (birds, for example) will never permit evaluation of the needs of the smallest creatures, which contribute the most to biodiversity. This approach should therefore be reserved for the most threatened species.

In a more arbitrary way, managers can simply establish a level of “naturalness – dead wood” to restore. According to the optimal number and type of dead trees (reference forest) and of the observed values on their sites, they can determine their own conservation objectives for dead trees (fig. below). The choice of level of “naturalness – dead wood” will depend, of course, on the sacrifice of logging they will be prepared to concede. It is important that this level be the same for all diameter classes in order to ensure that the necromass is not solely restored by trees with small diameters.

- **Estimate the number of dead trees present:**
  This phase of the inventory will permit the manager to assess (pre-restoration) the level of naturalness already existing in the forest in terms of dead trees.

- **Estimate the renewal rate of dead wood:**

  This third phase (if there is sufficient knowledge) will make it possible to plan the restoration effort according to age and type of forest. It is, for example, impossible in the short-term to find large-diameter dead trees in a regular high forest in its growth phase. Knowing the renewal rate of dead wood will help anticipate this problem by preserving big trees during logging.

- **Manage the recruitment of dead trees:**
  The last, or operational phase consists of “producing” dead trees. The simplest and most economical is to avoid felling dying trees during the production phase. Knowing the renewal rate of dead wood will help anticipate this problem by preserving big trees during logging.

---

**Evaluation of restoration needed to recover a level of naturalness in dead wood of 50% (arbitrary example) for an managed beech plantations in the Eastern Pyrenees.** The white bars indicate the density of dead trees per hectare in a strict forest reserve of La Massana M, the green bars indicate the density measured in the periphery of a managed national forest (method); the black bars show the deficiency of dead trees per hectare calculated based on a restoration target of 50% (green line). This restoration would entail, in this example, the conservation of dead trees with a diameter greater than 55 cm (Köpl, O. Garrigue, J. & Magallón, J.A., unpublished). On this site, as in many other managed forests, large-diameter dead trees are the most rarely lacking. The absolute number of dead trees is not an indicator value of the naturalness of a forest if it does not refer to their diameter. Small-diameter dead trees are sometimes even more numerous in managed forests (especially during the growth phase) than in unmanaged forests.

---

**Other perspectives for managers**

- **Increase the number of dead trees**
  - Establish intended objectives:
  - Manage the recruitment of dead trees:
other perspectives for managers

Increase total necromass*

A more global method to evaluate the quantity of dead wood to restore in a managed forest is to compare the total volume (or basal area*) of dead wood between the old-growth reference forest and the managed forest. It is no longer necessary here to consider the diameter of dead trees because these trees have such small diameters that they make a negligible contribution in terms of necromass* (the basal area* of 100 trees with a diameter of 5 cm equals that of a single tree of 50 cm). Dead trees with a large diameter should therefore receive priority in being preserved. This approach is more practical than the preceding one because it allows more flexibility in the choice of trees to preserve, since there is not always a wide range of diameters in a managed forest.

Dead wood dynamics is monitored in several reserves; as here in the Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve (Photo: Olivier Gilg).

Increase the recruitment rate of dead wood

When the aim is to attain a certain volume of dead wood and not to restore a fraction of the reference necromass (two previous approaches), it is possible to estimate the recommended volume of dead wood to preserve in situ annually according to the decomposition rates of species and of the site (Table p.85). It is therefore simply a matter of a variation of the first figure of § 2.2.8 where the volume of dead wood to preserve each year (R) is: 

\[ R = \frac{Yg \times k}{100} \]

where \(Yg\) is the average volume of dead wood (in m³) that the manager wishes to attain and \(k\), the annual decomposition rate in %.

Knowing \(k\) for their species and site, the manager can thus easily calculate the average annual volume of dead wood that should be left in place to attain their targets. For a target of 15 m³ of dead wood per ha\(^\text{a}\), the average volume of dead wood that will have to be left in place annually will thus be 0.45 m³/ha when \(k=3\%\) or 0.30 m³/ha for \(k=2\%\) (for the sake of comparison, 40-50 tons of dead wood per ha are recommended to preserve the diversity of vertebrates of Australian alluvial forests whose natural necromass* is approx. 100 tonnes/ha\(^\text{a}\)). By basing this on the decomposition rate of dead wood (§ 2.2), it is possible to increase the volume of dead wood by 10 times in France’s managed forests (a volume of 1.5 m³/ha) by “sacrificing” less than 10% of productivity (>5 m³/ha/year).

Even in regular high forests, the conservation of dead trees during clearcuts can be beneficial to certain species. This is particularly true in regions of severe disturbances where the original habitat of certain threatened species (snags that are isolated and in very sunny places in large regeneration units) is comparable to dead trees left standing during a clear-cut\(^\text{d}\).

In France, it would be possible to multiply by 10, on average, the volume of dead wood in managed forests by devoting only 10% of annual growth to dead wood dynamics (this would mean a sacrifice of harvesting of less than 10% since only 60% of the volume produced is economically exploited).

As the increase in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (§ 4.1.3) would also lead to an increase in forest productivity, the conservation of such a volume of dead wood in managed forests would therefore not result in a lowering of production relative to the historical volumes of production.

Dead wood recruitment (in m³/ha/year) to ensure in managed forests according to the objective of restoration and the species’ decomposition rate (k).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual decomposition rates of dead wood (in %)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average volume of dead wood ha

| Diameter classes | Average volume of dead wood ha
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-50</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cumulative basal area* of dead trees in old-growth beach forest stands (grey line) and managed (dark green line) of the Grand’Lentillon Nature Reserve. The total necromass is 7 to 8 times greater in old-growth forests and it will therefore be necessary to increase this value by 3 to 4 times in managed forests to attain the theoretical objective of 50% (light green line).

Cumulative basal area* of dead trees in old-growth beach forest stands (grey line) and managed (dark green line) of the Grand’Lentillon Nature Reserve. The total necromass is 7 to 8 times greater in old-growth forests and it will therefore be necessary to increase this value by 3 to 4 times in managed forests to attain the theoretical objective of 50% (light green line).

3.4 Reintroducing saproxylic species?

Whatever the success of restoration programs, certain characteristic species of natural forests will not be able to recolonize restored forests on their own. Some will have disappeared from the region. Others, barely mobile, will be unable to colonize the site from their nearest populations. Even the colonization of lichenous fungi, whose spores are dispersed over great distances, is unlikely beyond several hundred meters\(^d\) (their germination requires the simultaneous presence of two spores).

Cumulative basal area* of dead trees in old-growth beach forest stands (grey line) and managed (dark green line) of the Grand’Lentillon Nature Reserve. The total necromass is 7 to 8 times greater in old-growth forests and it will therefore be necessary to increase this value by 3 to 4 times in managed forests to attain the theoretical objective of 50% (light green line).

Dead wood recruitment (in m³/ha/year) to ensure in managed forests according to the objective of restoration and the species’ decomposition rate (k).
Therefore, certain species should be chosen for reintroduction in restored forests. I have already cited an example of inoculation of fungus spores, initially done for other purposes (to create cavities), but whose realization is also conceivable in a context of restoration. The reintroduction of saprophytic invertebrates also deserves to be studied. The effectiveness of transferring adults or tree trunks containing larvae could be evaluated on a few pilot sites. To increase the chances of success and not “rub” natural forests of their dead wood, it is very easy to imagine the transport of “colonizable” dead wood (of a favourable age for the target species) towards an old-growth forest at a favourable time (period of activity and egg-laying), then return it during the following winter in the to-be-restored forest. The transfer of epiphytic lichens attached to pieces of bark has, to the contrary, already been conducted with success in certain forests and is foreseeable for rare and common species (Lobaria spp.) of natural forests with a high degree of continuity.

By definition, reintroduction is only foreseeable for species whose historical presence has been recorded. This constraint, unfortunately, limits the generalization of such actions for small species (invertebrates, bryophytes, fungi, lichens) whose former, often suspected presence is rarely documented.

### 6.4. Certification of sustainably managed forests

Public opinion is not insensitive to the negative effects of logging in natural forests around the world. For the last ten years or so, consumers have been looking for food and materials that are produced according to a certain ethic. Consequently, there are certification procedures being established today to enable them to identify wood products from forests in which production is produced according to a certain ethic. Consequently, there are certification procedures being established today to enable them to identify wood products from forests in which production is accepted by decision-makers, they have to be supported by solid scientific evidence and not just by lists of species. That is exactly what is at stake by including scientific studies. Ask good questions and test good hypotheses, to draw out the most relevant naturalist knowledge often available about these sites. Managers often have an encyclopedic knowledge of their site, but in order to best reach their goals, they should broaden their message. The advantage of old-growth forests far surpasses the context of “small creatures” that many are unaware of and will continue to be so. Some of our fellow citizens are receptive to scientific arguments, others to economic analyses or to philosophical and artistic considerations. All reasons to protect these forests (§ 4.1) should therefore be highlighted and promoted. The number of times that articles, books, conferences, exhibitions, radio or TV programs have mentioned the issue of old-growth forests in France can be counted on the fingers of one hand. This technical report, the numerous publications of the WWF and other projects in progress (books, exhibitions, etc.) aim in part to fill this gap.

At the same time, for the arguments presented here to be accepted by decision-makers, they have to be supported by solid scientific evidence and not just by lists of species. That is exactly what is at stake by including scientific studies. Ask good questions and test good hypotheses, to draw out the most relevant naturalist knowledge often available about these sites. Managers often have an encyclopedic knowledge of their site, but in order to best reach their goals, they should broaden their message. The advantage of old-growth forests far surpasses the context of “small creatures” that many are unaware of and will continue to be so. Some of our fellow citizens are receptive to scientific arguments, others to economic analyses or to philosophical and artistic considerations. All reasons to protect these forests (§ 4.1) should therefore be highlighted and promoted. The number of times that articles, books, conferences, exhibitions, radio or TV programs have mentioned the issue of old-growth forests in France can be counted on the fingers of one hand. This technical report, the numerous publications of the WWF and other projects in progress (books, exhibitions, etc.) aim in part to fill this gap.

For old-growth forests to one day attain a significant level (coherent and functional network) and become permanent, their protection has to gain public support. Conservationists today should broaden their message. The advantage of old-growth forests far surpasses the context of “small creatures” that many are unaware of and will continue to be so. Some of our fellow citizens are receptive to scientific arguments, others to economic analyses or to philosophical and artistic considerations. All reasons to protect these forests (§ 4.1) should therefore be highlighted and promoted. The number of times that articles, books, conferences, exhibitions, radio or TV programs have mentioned the issue of old-growth forests in France can be counted on the fingers of one hand. This technical report, the numerous publications of the WWF and other projects in progress (books, exhibitions, etc.) aim in part to fill this gap.

At the same time, for the arguments presented here to be accepted by decision-makers, they have to be supported by solid scientific evidence and not just by lists of species. That is exactly what is at stake by including scientific studies. Ask good questions and test good hypotheses, to draw out the most relevant naturalist knowledge often available about these sites. Managers often have an encyclopedic knowledge of their site, but in order to best reach their management objectives and be capable of supporting them scientifically, they cannot shy away from a rapprochement with other naturalists, managers and scientists.

Among the 10 main FSC principles, here are a few:

- To conserve biological diversity and its associated values (water resources, soils, and unique and fragile ecosystems and landscapes) in order to maintain ecological functions and forest integrity: do an impact study, ensure the protection of rare and threatened species and of their habitats, maintain or improve ecological functions, protect representative samples of ecosystems in their natural state, prepare guidelines to minimize forest damage (erosion, forest tracks, hydrographic network), limit the use of chemical products and prohibit their storage onsite, control the use of biological control agents, prohibit the use of genetically modified organisms, and control and monitor the use of exotic species.
- Develop and implement a management plan that specifies management objectives, describes the forest resources to be managed and limits exploitation (environmental and social), [...] specifies environmental safeguards based on assessments, plans for the identification and protection of rare, threatened and endangered species, etc.
- Consider high conservation value zones to maintain or enhance their value
- Make plantations as close as possible to natural conditions

Public opinion is not insensitive to the negative effects of logging in natural forests around the world. For the last ten years or so, consumers have been looking for food and materials that are produced according to a certain ethic. Consequently, there are certification procedures being established today to enable them to identify wood products from forests in which production is produced according to a certain ethic. Consequently, there are certification procedures being established today to enable them to identify wood products from forests in which production is accepted by decision-makers, they have to be supported by solid scientific evidence and not just by lists of species. That is exactly what is at stake by including scientific studies. Ask good questions and test good hypotheses, to draw out the most relevant naturalist knowledge often available about these sites. Managers often have an encyclopedic knowledge of their site, but in order to best reach their management objectives and be capable of supporting them scientifically, they cannot shy away from a rapprochement with other naturalists, managers and scientists.

At the same time, for the arguments presented here to be accepted by decision-makers, they have to be supported by solid scientific evidence and not just by lists of species. That is exactly what is at stake by including scientific studies. Ask good questions and test good hypotheses, to draw out the most relevant naturalist knowledge often available about these sites. Managers often have an encyclopedic knowledge of their site, but in order to best reach their management objectives and be capable of supporting them scientifically, they cannot shy away from a rapprochement with other naturalists, managers and scientists.
6.6. Exchange experiences

Whatever strategies have been implemented to preserve old-growth forests (§ 4.3), the exchange of experiences between managers is an extra asset to help achieve conservation objectives.

These exchanges, which should be developed on a permanent basis, already exist within several national and international networks:
- "forest" groups and "fluvial reserves" within the scientific commission of the French Nature Reserves (RNF), particularly concerned by the conservation and management of old-growth forests;
- exchanges between the main networks of nature protection organizations: RNF, WWF, FNE (France Nature Environment), LPO (League for the Protection of Birds), ENF (Natural Areas of France: regional conservation offices), Greenpeace, etc. (e.g., joint stance: "partnership charter for the restoration of forests after storms");
- close relationship (especially locally) between the managers of French nature reserves and the National Forests Office. Their staff also meet regularly as part of the advisory board for the management of nature reserves or at technical and scientific seminars. It would, nevertheless, be desirable for the initiatives and experiences of the two networks to be able to be exchanged regularly in the future within a "technical forum";
- At the European level, several networks also facilitate the exchange and bring together the experiences of managers of protected forests. Some, such as "Eurosite" are open to all managers; exchanges occur at meetings or via an internet forum. Others, more institutional in nature, such as the COST programs, only bring together designated representatives from member countries. After an initial multi-annual action program (COST E4 : "Forest Reserves Research Network in Europe" 1995/1999) that resulted in the creation of a shared database for the European forest reserves (www.efi.fi) and the definition of a common research protocol for these reserves, a second program (COST E27) has recently begun. Its aim is to describe, analyse and harmonize the main categories of protected forests in Europe with the tools of protection available at the international level. French Nature Reserves (RNF) is one of the two French representatives for this program.

Other perspectives for managers

6.7. What forests do we want for the future?

The future that a society holds in store for its forests depends on a large number of parameters of which culture and economic level are probably the most important.

In Western Europe, whose landscapes are forever scarred by intensive agriculture and widespread industrial and urban infrastructure, ecological awareness dates to the 1960s*. For more than 30 years, under the pressure of public opinion, the French legislature has created protection tools that different actors have gradually put to use. The number of protected areas has since increased, but at the same time "ordinary nature" (non-protected) has not stopped losing ground. The evaluation of these years is therefore mitigated since our natural environments appear inescapably condemned to being either protected or degraded (and since degradation occurs more quickly than protection, the prospect of such an evolution is hardly glowing).

Faced with this observation and the arrival of conservation biology, conservation policies have broadened their scope in the last ten years. With the introduction of concepts such as biodiversity and sustainable development, restoration and ecological management of "ordinary nature" (essential to maintain biological equilibria) are today the axes of complementary conservation that public opinion is currently assimilating.

More than ever, the conservation of old-growth forests should be organized in the future around 4 axes:
- awareness-raising about the importance of protecting these unique environments;
- substantial and rapid protection (strict forest reserves) of remaining old-growth forests;
- complementary protection of certain managed forests in order to improve the representativeness of the network;
- increasing the naturalness of managed forests by using a silvicultural management that is closer to the natural dynamics and by the restoration of a functional network of forest habitats with a high degree of naturalness.

* Long ago the trees we didn’t know where they came from
Long ago the trees were people like us
But sturdier, happier
possibly more loving, wiser…
Jacques Prévert, Trees

Forêt de la Massane Nature Reserve
(Photo : Bernard Boisson).
Glossary


Abiotic: that which does not depend on living beings.
Allochthonous: not originally from the region where it lives (opposite of native or Autochthonous).
Anthropogenic: describes phenomena (for example, anthropogenic disturbances) that are caused or maintained by the conscious or unconscious actions of humans.
Asynchronous: (movements, dynamic, etc.) not occurring at the same time.
Autochthonous: pertaining to living beings.
Basal area: area of the section of a tree trunk, measured at ground level (1.30 m).
Biotic: pertaining to living beings.
Cambial: from cambium: type of wood where the growth of a tree originates.
Climal (stage): state of a plant community that has attained a stage of sustainable equilibrium with the climatic and edaphic* factors of the environment, in the absence of human intervention.
Clonal: unit of lineage, by asexual division, of a cell or an organism or a population.
Corticoles: (animal or plant species) living on, under or in bark.
Diaspore (or disseminule): unit of plant dispersal (seed, fruit, or spore) that possesses vessels or tracheids (for example, flowering plants in contrast to lichens, mosses, fungi).
Geophyte: a perennial plant whose survival from one year to the next relies on buds located in the soil (ex. bulb plants).
Heliophyte: a perennial plant whose persistent parts are close to the ground in winter (rosettes of leaves, buds).
Heterotroph: an organism that has to ingest a substance in an organic form to be able to use it for the synthesis of its own substance. All animals are heterotrophic for carbon and nitrogen, unlike green plants (autothroph*).
Hymen: living from fungi.
Niche (as in ecological niche): position occupied by a species in an ecosystem, defined by its living requirements and its relationships with other species.
Polypores are characterized by a hymenium (superficial layer covered with spores) made of parallel tubes that form a perforated surface.
Resilience: property of an ecosystem to remain in a state of sustainable equilibrium with the environment, after a disturbance.
Saproxylic: soft and light-coloured wood located at the periphery of the trunk, beneath the cambium that produces it. Snag: part of a log (uprooted or broken tree) that remains standing.
Sapwood: soft and light-coloured wood located at the periphery of the trunk, beneath the cambium that produces it.
Thallus: simple, vegetative body undifferentiated into stem, leaves or roots of a plant form devoid of wood.
Trophic level: within the food chain or a trophic network (several chains), stage in the course of matter and energy cycles, starting with producers and ending with tertiary consumers.
Vascular (flora): that possesses vessels or tracheids (for example, flowering plants in contrast to lichens, mosses, fungi).

Heterotroph analysis of the vegetation (for example, the presence of fungi) in the southern Appalachians, USA, J. of Ecology 83:133-143.

Mesoecological: edaphic* factors of the environment, in the absence of human intervention.

Abiotic: physical and chemical properties of the environment, in the absence of human intervention.

Vascular (flora): that possesses vessels or tracheids (for example, flowering plants in contrast to lichens, mosses, fungi).


Ecological optimum: range of environmental factors that are the most favourable to the development of an organism or a population.

Edaphic: concerns physical and chemical properties of the soil that affect vegetation.

Even-aged: a stand or a forest comprised of trees of the same age.

Geophyte: a perennial plant whose survivor from one year to the next relies on buds located in the soil (ex. bulb plants).

Guid: group of related species that belong to the same trophic* level and utilize the same kinds of resources.

Heliophyte: a plant that seeks the light of the sun.

Hemicyrptophyte: a perennial plant whose persistent parts are close to the ground in winter (rosettes of leaves, buds).

Heterotroph: an organism that has to ingest a substance in an organic form to be able to use it for the synthesis of its own substance. All animals are heterotrophic for carbon and nitrogen, unlike green plants (autothroph*).
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Among the varied functions of a forest, that of production has always been privileged at the expense of ecological functions. Forest managers now wish to combine different objectives in “multi-functional” areas. This is the case in suburban forests, where the social role is predominant. It is also the trend in protected areas where ecological functions are highlighted. Although lacking a large “primary” forest that represents the ecological optimum for scientists, certain measures of protection and management can be adopted to increase forest “naturalness”.

This technical report has the following objectives:

• to describe the functioning of old-growth forests and to clarify the concept of naturalness;
• to present the reasons that encourage us to protect forests, as well as the different means available to those who manage natural areas to help study and preserve them.
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